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Abstract 
 

Lying at the center of Mediterranean basin, identified as one of the most sensitive area to 

anthropogenic climate change, Italy is expected to be particularly susceptible to global 

climate change. Italian peninsula represents an interesting example of challenging climate-

change scenario definition case of study. Given the significant latitudinal extension, its 

climate results heterogeneous, covering a transitional zone where both semi-arid and 

temperate climate dynamics interact. Complex topography, high mountain chains and 

diverse coastline make difficult defining a comprehensive climate scenario able to 

characterize local climate response. Moreover, considerable climate change related impacts 

are expected on agriculture, tourism, water resources and geo-hydrological hazard, pillars of 

the socio-economic national structure. These considerations encase the importance of 

providing usable future climate information to society and decision makers to further climate 

impacts mitigation and adaptation measures on both national and local scale. 

Climate scenario is a plausible characterization of future climate conditions, constructed 

for explicit use in investigating potential consequences of anthropogenic climate change. 

Climate scenario generally relies on numerical simulations performed by climate models that 

describe the response of the climate system to a different greenhouse gas and aerosol 

atmospheric concentrations. Climate projections alone rarely provide sufficient information 

to estimate future impacts of climate change. Climate models feature systematic errors and 

have to be manipulated and combined with observed climate data before to be used as inputs 

for impact models. According to these main pillars of climate change research, doctoral work 

is articulated in three consequential phases aiming to provide a solid basis for climate change 

impacts research. First part, provides a comprehensive assessment of the projected Climate 

Change Signal (CCS i.e. long-term statistics difference between a future and a past climate 

simulation), over a study area roughly covering the Italian peninsula. In this phase, analysis 

regard mean and distribution tails changes of key climate variables, expected changes over 

inter-annual variability and finally robustness of climate projections is inferred evaluating 

climate models agreement over resulting CCS. Moreover, an introductive model 

performances evaluation is proposed. Considering the employment of climate projections in 

climate impacts research, second research phase, is dedicated to a quality-evaluation and 

error reduction of climate simulations, through an empirical-statistical bias correction 
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method (Quantile Mapping (QM)). This phase is devoted to provide for the first time a 

climate scenario over Italian peninsula reporting both original and bias corrected simulations. 

Moreover, specific analysis on the effect of the QM over the original CCS was brought out. 

Third part (referred as “local experiment”), takes a step further, using QM on a particular 

configuration allowing for simulations error reduction and resolution increase at the same 

time. This latter research pillar focuses on the definition of local-scale climate scenario over 

representative stations of Marche region (one of the 20 administrative division of Italy). 

Conceptually, this phase aims to bridge the gap between the resolution of climate models 

and local scale where climate impacts act and have to be characterized. Finally, the research 

provides a quality improved regional to local scale climate information directly usable in 

climate impacts modeling.  

Besides, doctoral research has enjoyed a collaboration with Canadian research institute 

«Ouranos», whose activities are mainly focused on regional climatology and adaptation to 

climate change. Collaboration has enabled the production of a scientific publication 

(Gennaretti et al. 2015). In this work, two two-dimensional bias correction methods are tested 

and applied in the context of a Canadian Arctic coastal zones daily climate scenario aiming 

to properly simulate observed inter-variable interdependence. In fact, in artic-climate context 

temperature-precipitation interdependence are strong and play relevant role in determining 

important physical characteristic as extreme events and extension and duration of snow 

cover. According to the journal copyright, the reader is asked to directly refer to the original 

article version at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2015JD023890/full. 
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Introduction 
 

 

Why climate changes – short global warming history and principles 

«Humanity is carrying out a wide-scale geophysical experiment never happened in the 

past and that cannot be reproduced in the future». This famous sentence formulated by Roger 

Revelle (1909-1991), published on «Tellus» journal, condensed in the half of 20th century, 

the essence of global warming issue. Revelle was not first scientist to postulate a potential 

atmosphere warming related to human activities. Greenhouse effect is being discussed since 

the half of 19th century, when Irish physicist John Tyndall (1820-1893) noted H2O and CO2 

infrared absorption property and thus potentially important for climate in the 1861. Even, J. 

B. Fourier (1768-1830) theorized the analogy between warming effect of the atmosphere and 

a greenhouse in the 1827. However, one of the most relevant personality about theorization 

of global warming threat is represented by the Swedish chemist and physicist Svante August 

Arrhenius (1859-1927), which in the 1896 postulated the relation between climate change 

and CO2 as result of fossil fuels burning (at that time mainly coal). He provided a quantitative 

description of the CO2 and water vapor in the thermal balance of the atmosphere, estimating 

that a doubling of the CO2 concentration could lead to an increase of the global temperature 

of roughly 4 °C (close to the results of modern climate model simulations). During the 20th 

century and especially in the last thirty years new technologies including satellites, radar, 

telecommunication and supercomputing helped scientists to dramatically increase their 

understanding of climate system dynamics. In the 1988, was founded the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as the result of concerted effort made by climate scientists 

to summarize the current state of knowledge. From then, IPCC reports represent recognized 

“center of gravity” concerning current climate science understanding. IPCC reports have the 

relevant role of making available to worldwide societies and policy makers best estimates of 

how global warming and related outcomes may evolve. The ability of producing improved 

climate information of the last three decades matched to a rising attention on making 

knowledge usable for all level society and on identifying best practices to do it. At this 

regard, «The Global Framework for Climate Services» implemented by the World 

Meteorological Organization in the 2009, attempts to identify a structure to support more 

informed decisions for saving lives, protecting the environment and assists economic 
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development coping with current and expected climatic changes (Vaughan and Dessai 2014). 

Climate services is a term come into favor fairly recent but it condenses thirty-years scientific 

effort for producing a flux of usable and tailored climate information for sectors as diverse 

as agriculture, health, water management and disaster risk reduction and for all the contexts 

that require climate information for their specific operations.  

 

Climate change consists on “changes in climate conditions identified by statistical 

significant shifts on mean and/or variability of its properties, persisting for an extended 

period of decades or longer” (World Meteorological Organization (WMO); 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007). The United Nation Framework 

Convention on Climate change (UNFCCC, 2011) provides another definition of climate 

change:  "a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that 

alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate 

variability observed over comparable time periods”. In the latter definition is present the key 

distinction between natural climate variability interacting (sharpening or dampening) with 

alteration ascribable to human activities.    

Climate system is feed by the incoming solar radiation. This energy interacts with the 

Earth’s surface and with the atmosphere in order to achieve energetic equilibrium. The mean 

state of the atmosphere can be altered through internal processes and/or external forcing. 

Internal processes generate the intrinsic natural climate system variability present at all the 

time scale. Atmospheric processes relying internal variability operate on time scales ranging 

from instantaneous (condensation of water vapor in the clouds) to longer time scales 

involving complex interactions between climate components (atmosphere-hydrosphere-

cryosphere-biosphere-land surface).  

External influences, contributing to the climate variability, consist on processes 

influencing the level of solar radiation input (solar activity or Earth’s orbit configuration), 

and radiative processes which distribute solar energy between Earth and atmosphere. Solar 

radiation input is function of solar activity that, excluding paleoclimate variability, effects of 

are considered modest in recent climate changes and Earth’s orbit configuration. The latter, 

is estimated playing a relevant role on determining ice-age cycle. According to the M. 

Milankovitch (1879-1958) theory, incoming solar radiation would be influenced by orbital 

parameters such Earth’s orbit eccentricity, Earth’s axes inclination and the equinox 

precession cycles. However, only the former factor is considered relevant on influencing the 
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quantity of incoming solar radiation. Orbit eccentricity determines the level of seasonal 

variation regarding solar energy input (up to 30% during maximum eccentricity) varying on 

100000 and 400000-year time scale.  

The second external influence, involving radiative processes, is represented by natural 

phenomena such volcanism. These events consistently alter atmospheric reflectivity and 

consequently climate system energetic balance. Another source of radiative processes 

alteration is not natural and it is being taken place, since industrial revolution, strictly 

connected to anthropogenic activities (Hegerl et al. 2007).  

Alterations regards the atmospheric chemical composition, through anthropogenic 

emission of radiatively important gasses (Greenhouse Gasses, GHGs), aerosols and by 

changing land surface properties. Longwave (or infrared) radiation, emitted from the Earth’s 

surface to balance solar radiation input, is consistently absorbed by atmospheric constituent 

GHGs (i.e. water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous dioxide and other gasses) and 

clouds, which themselves emit longwave radiation in all directions. The downward 

component of this radiative emission increase heat in the lower layers of the atmosphere 

(Troposphere) and to the Earth’s surface. Additional warming of the surface determines 

higher upward infrared emission provoking further warming of the atmosphere. In this way 

recursive cycle has triggered, according to Stefan-Boltzmann low asserting that the energy 

released by a body (Hearth’s surface and atmosphere) is function of its temperature 

( = ; where	  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant). This is the greenhouse effect. In 

addition to GHGs concentration, Earth’s radiative balance is altered by aerosols. Depending 

on their chemical composition, concentration and lifetime can increase atmospheric 

reflectivity (enhancing albedo effect, indeed cooling effect) or conversely can act as strong 

solar radiation absorbers with a warming effect. Moreover, aerosols serve as clouds 

condensation. Clouds play a double role in climate system, increasing the albedo (cooling 

effect) but also warming through infrared downward emission. It depends on their altitude, 

physical properties and the chemical composition of cloud condensation nuclei. In general, 

cold clouds (cirrus) located roughly at 6000 m of altitude strength surface infrared emission 

blocking with a warming effect. Low-level clouds, with liquid content (stratus), reflect 

incoming solar radiation provoking cooling effect. Hence, it is of large interest identify 

which kind of clouds will be fostered by future climatic alterations. Human’s activities are 

not only altering atmospheric composition. Energy and water budgets are being altered as 

well by the changes of land surface properties. Conversion or burning forests to obtain 
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cultivable areas deeply affect carbon storage in the vegetation, adds CO2 and decreases 

atmospheric CO2 extraction, reflectivity of land surface, and finally atmospheric water vapor 

supply. All these factors, produce a radiative forcing, that represents a measure of the net 

change in the energy balance in response to an external perturbation. Once a forcing is 

applied, complex internal feedbacks determine the response of climate system general 

differing from a simple linear one. There are many mechanisms (feedback) in the climate 

system that can either amplify (‘positive feedbacks’) or diminish (‘negative feedbacks’) the 

effect of a certain change in climate forcing. An example of positive feedback is the reduction 

of ice albedo, where a decrease in the snow cover exposes darker underneath surface to 

absorb more solar radiation. Another positive feedback consists on methane release by 

several Earth’s surface or seafloor. Due to an increase of temperature, large Tundra and 

Arctic ecosystems of Asia and North-America are subjected to permafrost degradation. In 

such contexts, anaerobic decomposition of organic matter release massive methane 

emissions in to the atmosphere. The same happens in the oceans, where the increase of 

temperature produces release of seafloor-methane hydrates. An example of negative 

feedback could be represented by the increase in concentration of atmospheric aerosols with 

high level of reflectivity that enhance the atmospheric albedo effect.  

These processes and many other alterations regarding fundamental aspects of 

biogeochemical cycles (e.g. Nitrogen cycle) and biological processes, are concurring on 

determining current shifts in global climate conditions.  

 

How to predict future climate conditions - Climate projections 

The current increase in GHGs concentration is considered virtually certain linked with 

observed alterations of the climate system (Myhre et al. 2013). Moreover, human influence 

on climate system is almost certain to continue in the near future (Hegerl et al. 2007). These 

evidences make societies increasingly demanding reliable projections of future climate 

change. Climate projections represent the basis for analyzing adaptation strategies, exploring 

mitigation measures and to support political decisions (Cubasch et al. 2013). Meanwhile 

knowledge of past and current climate variations is based on the statistical treatment of 

climate observations; future climate conditions description relies on the projections provided 

by climate models. World Meteorological Organization defines climate projections as the 

probability that certain climatic variation will take place in the next decades according to 

possible global socio-economic scenarios. In particular, to these scenarios correspond 
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particular future evolution of atmospheric GHGs concentration that affect future climate 

conditions. IPCC (2013) provides an updated climate projection definition consisting on an 

estimate of future climate conditions provided by climate models. 

Basis for projections of future climate change are provided by climate models,  describing 

the response of climate system to different radiative forcing from seasonal to decadal time 

scales (Stocker et al. 2010). Climate models are complex systems relying on a set of 

mathematical equations that are discretized on a grid and numerically solved on large 

computers (Knutti 2008). Mathematical equations describe the well-known physical 

principles (e.g. conservation of mass, energy, momentum, equation of state) that govern time 

derivative air masses motion and relation amongst variables at a given moment. Other 

processes occurring at scales smaller than the grid cell must be simplified and parameterized. 

For example, sub-grid processes that require parameterizations are the growing of trees, that 

modifying Earth’s surface can influence climate, or the treatment of moist convection and 

radiative transfer.  For the part of the model governed by the fundamental physical lows 

computational capacity and thus higher resolution will improve the simulations. The term 

resolution is widespread used to describe the degree of refinement of a climate model grid. 

The increase of model resolution coupled to the increase of representation of smaller scale 

phenomena is roughly proportional to the computational time (and costs). Doubling the 

horizontal resolution of a climate models we double the operations that must be performed 

in calculating each term of each of the equation for each variable in each grid box. When 

horizontal resolution is increased, it is also necessary to proportionally reduce the time step 

to properly represent flux exchanges between one cell and the others. Conversely, for the 

part of the model solving empirical relation where no fundamental underlying lows exist the 

limiting factor are represented by human understanding of phenomena instead computational 

limits. Climate modeling has benefited from a variety of approaches to constructing climate 

models. In particular, benefits come from models that aim to simulate particular aspects of 

climate system, without attempting to include the full climate system complexity. A variety 

of climate models exists, guided by the different questions of interest developed to study 

different aspects of climate system components. Not always the most complicated model 

represent the best solution for that particular investigation being for instance not easy to 

interpret and too computational challenging (Knutti 2008). Indeed, it is possible to classify 

climate models in order of increasing complexity. Earth System Models are the current state-

of-art models and they expand the Atmospheric-Ocean General Circulation Models 
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including description of various biogeochemical cycles such as Nitrogen cycle, Carbon 

cycle, Sulphur cycle, or Ozone (Flato et al. 2013). These represent the most comprehensive 

tools for simulating past and future response of climate system to various external forcing. 

Atmospheric-Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCM) are considered standard climate 

models in climate change research. AOGCMs aim to represent physical component 

dynamics of climate system (atmosphere, ocean, land and sea-ice) and their response to 

future GHGs and aerosols forcing.  

Regional Climate Models (RCMs) (Giorgi 1990), provide climate system representation 

comparable to that provided by AOGCMs, though generally run without interactive ocean 

and sea-ice. They are extensively used in climate for seasonal predictions to decadal climate 

projections. RCMs are characterized by higher resolution (10-50 km) and are the most 

common tool employed in regional climate research. Essentially, regional climate models 

simulate how global-scale climate change might affect individual region, reproducing effects 

of local topography over temperature and precipitation distribution patterns. Such models 

generate its small-scale climate response in function of the large-scale changes specified by 

the driving AOGCMs.    

The RCMs higher resolution has obtained downscaling information belonging from the 

GCM. Since the 1990s RCMs have been constantly employed and improved, setting the basis 

to the tremendous development undergone by regional climate change studies in the last 

decade (Giorgi 2006a).  

 

Producing regional climate projections 

The remarkable development of regional climate change studies relies on a recognized 

evidence: is regional-to-local the spatial scale at which climate impacts act and have to be 

characterized. In climate change research, the term “regional” has a broad sense, indicating 

the entire range of spatial scale below the ≈ 10000 km2. Climate is globally changing but 

with highly heterogeneous temporal rate, spatial patterns and magnitude (Bindoff et al. 

2013). Impacts of climate change are being observed to non-linearly respond to increase in 

temperature being function of particular ecological, cultural and socio-economic frame of 

human societies (Burke et al. 2015). In this context, regional climate information is necessary 

for assessing the impacts of climate changes over human and natural systems and develop 

mitigations and adaptation measures according to the different national level contexts 

(Giorgi et al. 2009). By the capability of providing solid and valuable regional-to-local scale 
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climate projections depends the tendency of end-user and policy makers to undertake 

mitigating and adaptive actions. Until the IPCC IV Assessment Report (2007), AOGCMs 

represented the main source of future climate information at global and sub-continental scale. 

Also with improved representation of many physical atmospheric and Earth surface 

processes, AOGCMs cannot capture effects of local forcing in function of the particular 

physiography and land-cover that deeply affect climate dynamics at the finer scales. 

AOGCMs coarse resolution is believed particularly limited on describing extreme events 

that are crucial information for the regional and local end-users (Giorgi et al. 2009). RCMs 

are indeed devoted to properly modulate the large-planetary-scale structure changes at 

regional (and in the best case local) scale according to the diversified local level 

(morphology, coastline physiography land-cover etc.) forcing. 

To “regionalize” climate simulations provided by AOGCMs two principal methodologies 

(one dynamical and one statistical) exist. Concerning dynamical method, it could be 

discerned in two approaches. One approach, described by Giorgi (1990), implies different 

physical parameterizations in the nested (RCM) and driving model (GCM). Each 

parameterization is developed and optimized for the respective model resolution. This 

concept is known as one way nesting (Giorgi 1990). In the second approach (Laprise et al. 

1998), the full physics of a GCM is implemented within a regional dynamical framework, 

and the regional model thus obtained is mostly run using driving conditions from the donor 

GCM. However, for regional climate modeling, basic point is the quality of forcing fields; 

good quality of these fields generally lead to improved quality of regional model experiment, 

regardless the means of these fields are obtained. 

The second approach to downscale global climate information to more impact-suitable 

regional or local scale is represented by statistical downscaling. Statistical downscaling 

methodologies relying on the perfect prognosis principle (perfect prog. Wilks, 2011) have 

been considered for long time indicated technic tools for resolving the scale discrepancies 

between climate simulations and the resolution required for impact assessment (Maraun et 

al. 2010). Statistical downscaling establishes that local climate could be represented through 

a statistical model (transfer function) between large-scale observation/reanalysis data and 

local observation over present-day climate (Maraun et al. 2010; Themeßl et al. 2011b; 

Maraun et al. 2015). Applied directly to GCMs or RCMs for providing local climate 

scenarios, these statistical methods do not act on the correction of model outputs but only on 

refining spatial resolution. (Murphy 1999; Themeßl et al. 2011b). As seen for the dynamical 
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downscaling techniques, it could represent a drawback since systematic errors characterizing 

coarse-scale simulations could be passively inherit on the regional domain. This last concept 

let us introducing a relevant aspect connected with climate projections assessment referred 

as “climate projection uncertainties”.  

Choice of downscaling method represents only one source concurring on the level of the 

intrinsic uncertainties affecting climate projections. Coherent interpretation and 

communication of climate projections uncertainties represent embedded processes in every 

future projections assessment, allowing end-users to evaluate consistencies of projected 

changes (Huard et al. 2014). In addition to downscaling approach, one of the most relevant 

uncertainty source regards “model configuration”. It is directly connected to the level of 

understanding of the physical processes which climate models are expected to reproduce. 

This kind of error can be directly propagate, if not amplified, from global to regional models 

(Giorgi et al. 2009). Other source of regional climate projection  uncertainties is represented 

by the climate internal variability reproduction, mostly important in the short-term projection 

since could hide the presence of significant climate change signal (Hawkins and Sutton 

2011). Frequently in climate change research multi-model ensemble approach, where several 

simulations averaged (arithmetically or weighted), is preferred. This approach leads to the 

production of a probabilistic climate change information (according to the number of 

ensemble member that produce same projection). Spread within of the multi-model ensemble 

could be used as explorative method of uncertainties. Finally, another source of uncertainty 

refers to the choice of future emission scenario providing radiative forcing boundary 

conditions to the climate simulations. It has been noted that the configuration of the driving 

AOGCM and the emission scenario uncertainties represent the two most relevant sources of 

uncertainty pertaining to regional climate projections, particularly at longer time-scale 

(Giorgi et al. 2009).  

At European level, the most comprehensive research works based on regional-scale 

climate projections assessment are presented in  PRUDENCE (Christensen and Christensen 

2007), ENSEMBLES (van der Lindend and Mitchell 2009) and EURO-CORDEX (Jacob et 

al. 2013) projects. They are the reference European projects where a massive number of 

multi-RCM simulations and are produced, and employed in climate-impacts research. 

PRUDENCE project represents the first example where a wide number of climate projections 

have been employed in climate impacts studies as economy, agriculture and hydrology to 

depict a future impact scenario over these spheres (Déqué et al. 2005; Beniston et al. 2007; 
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Leander and Buishand 2007; Christensen and Christensen 2007). ENSEMBLES (van der 

Lindend and Mitchell 2009) represents a milestone of European climate change research. 

The research core of the project consists on providing multiple climate model runs 

(“ensembles”) providing a wide range of future projections assessed to define which more 

probable.  This probabilistic information represents essential tool to assist society and policy 

makers in defining future measures to face climate change. Members of the project the most 

renowned European climate research centers (plus Canadian scientific consortium Ouranos). 

Each research institution contributed with its own simulations of the 20th and 21st century 

climate. CORDEX project has two-fold purpose, firstly providing a set of new high-

resolution ensemble simulations for impact assessment and secondly to establish shared 

metrics for evaluating and benchmarking model performances (Giorgi et al. 2009; 2011; 

Vautard et al. 2013; Jacob et al. 2013; Kotlarski et al. 2014).  

 

Italy, an interesting and challenging regional climate change case of study   

As previously stated, climate is globally changing but with highly heterogeneous rate, 

spatial patterns and magnitude (Bindoff et al. 2013). Impacts of climate change are being 

observed to non-linearly respond to increase in temperature being function of particular 

ecological, cultural and socio-economic frame of human societies (Burke et al. 2015). For 

these reasons, changes in climate dynamics should be characterized as whole with exposure, 

vulnerability and adaptive-capacity characterizing each individual community. At this 

regard, Mediterranean basin, laying in unique geographical and transitional climate context 

has been identified as one of the world climate change Hot-Spot (Giorgi 2006b). 

Conceptually, a climate change Hot Spot, represents a region where coexist potential high 

impacts over the human-natural systems and a highly responsive climate to global change. 

(Giorgi 2006b). Lying at the center of Mediterranean basin, Italian peninsula, it is expected 

to be particularly susceptible to global climate change (Coppola and Giorgi 2010). Semi-arid 

conditions characterize southernmost regions, temperate conditions the central/northern 

sectors and cold climate characterizes Alpine area. Climate dynamics are deeply affected by 

the presence of the two major mountain chains Alps and Appennines respectively west-east 

and north-south oriented. Moreover, complex topography, high mountain and diverse 

coastline physiography make challenging to interpret local climate dynamics in response to 

the expected north-hemisphere major atmospheric modes alteration (Xoplaki et al. 2003; 

Xoplaki et al. 2004; Gaetani et al. 2011; Xoplaki et al. 2012; Bucchignani et al. 2015). For 
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these characteristics, Italian peninsula represents an interesting example of challenging 

climate-change case of study. Despite, comprehensive assessment of climate projections 

over Italia peninsula are still relatively sparse (Coppola and Giorgi 2010; Bucchignani et al. 

2015; ISPRA 2015). According to expected changes affecting Mediterranean basin during 

the 21st century, Italian peninsula are expected to be affected by an exacerbation of the 

current warming and drying trends (Gao et al. 2006; Diffenbaugh et al. 2007; Hertig et al. 

2010; Efthymiadis et al. 2011; Planton et al. 2012; Gualdi et al. 2013; Drobinski et al. 2014; 

Lionello et al. 2014). However, according to its high climate heterogeneity, relevant 

distinctions should be emphasized. As expected, change signal is in function of temporal 

horizon and the emission scenario considered but evident seasonal and latitudinal patterns 

also resulted (Giorgi 2006; Coppola and Giorgi 2010; Lionello 2012; Lionello et al. 2012). 

Moreover, several studies highlighted an asymmetry of temperature and precipitation 

distribution changes where extreme events are expected vary differently from the average. 

(Diffenbaugh et al. 2007; Fischer et al. 2007; Haarsma et al. 2009; Tolika et al. 2009; Hertig 

et al. 2010; Efthymiadis et al. 2011; Heinrich and Gobiet 2012). However, regarding future 

extreme events trend, many authors underline relevant uncertainties over magnitude and 

distribution patterns of expected changes. An example could be represented by the well-

known climate models misrepresentation of complex dry-soil atmosphere feedbacks 

(Seneviratne et al. 2010; Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2011; Boberg and Christensen 2012) 

playing relevant role on determining length and magnitude of heat waves. At this regard, 

projected changes in inter-annual variability (oscillation of climate condition year-by-year) 

represent a good indicator on interpreting future temperature extreme trends. In Schär et al. 

(2004), was noted as future European summer climate might experience an increase in year-

to-year variability, deeply affecting the incidence of heatwaves and drought. For 

precipitation, following thermodynamic and dynamic principles a generalized decrease of 

mean precipitation and an increase of extreme precipitation could be expected (Emori 2005; 

Palmer 2013; Coumou et al. 2014). However, especially for precipitation, identifying future 

dynamics and establishing a direct connection between increase in atmosphere temperature 

and extremes is anything but trivial (Frei and Schär 2001). Conversely, studies as Mariotti 

et al. (2008) and Senatore et al. (2011) highlight relevant consistency over expected changes 

in hydrologic cycle. Strong reduction of land-surface moisture availability is expected, where 

a significant decrease of main precipitation is coupled to an increase of winter evaporation 

(mainly over north-Italy) and a decrease of evaporation during summer (due to lower soil 
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moisture) over land. Concerning the Mediterranean Sea, precipitation reduction lower river 

run-off, warming-enhanced evaporation lead to a consistent loss in fresh water (Mariotti et 

al. 2008). These change patterns would be in agreement with the expected changes in the 

large-scale atmospheric modes with a north-ward expansion of the Hadley cell (Seidel et al. 

2008; Planton et al. 2012) and increased positive phases of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) 

(Giorgi and Lionello 2008). The latter, substantially affects Atlantic storm track northward 

steering and cyclogenesis activity that regulate precipitation distribution in the whole 

Mediterranean region mainly in winter season (Giorgi and Lionello 2008; Xoplaki et al. 

2012). For Italian peninsula, NAO positive phase means negative anomalies affecting winter 

precipitation. During this phase, compactness of polar vortex implicates higher-latitude 

Atlantic storm track. In turn,  different studies stress how north-hemisphere large-scale 

circulation mode phases, are in turn influenced by the sea-ice extension and subsequently to 

the rate of its decline (Deser et al. 2010; Overland and Wang 2010). At this regard, Grassi et 

al. (2013) found evidences of increased NAO negative phase correlated to the reduction of 

winter sea-ice in correspondence of Barents-Kara sea region. NAO negative phase 

determines rippled sub-polar jet stream fostering low-pressure systems at the Mediterranean 

latitude. The same authors, referring to the Mediterranean region, indicate that even in the 

presence of general consistent increase of temperature cold spell will not disappear. Results 

indicated a tendency of increasing cold-rainy spells of winter precipitation over Italy with 

particular mention to the intense precipitation over the southern part of the Italian peninsula 

during winter season connected to a reduced extension of north-west Russian Arctic sea-ice. 

These highly diversified evidences stress the complexity of the large-scale dynamics 

interacting on defining Italian peninsula climate response to the anthropogenic forcing.  

 

Bridging climate projections to climate impacts assessment 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines climate scenario as a 

“plausible representation of future climate that has been constructed for explicit use in 

investigating the potential impacts of  anthropogenic climate change” (Mearns et al. 2001). 

Climate projections provided by climate models represent essential source of information for 

investigating the climate impacts for specific guesses about future human activities. 

However, alone, climate models projections do not provide sufficient information for 

defining future climate scenarios and related impacts to human and natural systems. Climate 

projections have to be properly managed and post-processed making them usable by climate 
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vulnerability, impacts and adaptation specialists. At this regard, the science of climate 

scenario provides the essential connection between climate simulations, produced by climate 

modelers and climate impact science. Several studies demonstrated that even newest 

generation of RCMs are still affected by systematic errors (Christensen et al. 2008; Boberg 

and Christensen 2012; Kotlarski et al. 2014). It complicates and deeply affects the capability 

of simulating and analyzing future climate impacts (Fowler et al. 2007). Hence, has been 

commonly established that some form of prior climate model outputs post-processing are 

strongly recommended before to use climate model outputs as inputs in impact modelling 

(Christensen et al. 2008).  

Connection between climate model projections and climate impact research is particular 

delicate when local scale processes are considered (Smith et al. 2014). Local climate 

dynamics are the result of complex interactions between synoptic scale air mass motion, 

local morphology and orography. Even very high-resolution climate models (≈ 12 km) are 

limited in representing local climatology in complex physiography contexts. To be properly 

used in local impacts definition climate model outputs should be subjected to a double 

process devoted on the one hand to reduce model error (e.g. reduce discrepancies between 

meteorological observation and simulation over a common time segment) and on the other 

downscaled in order to include local climatology. As previously stated, statistical 

downscaling methodologies relying on the perfect prognosis principle (perfect prog. Wilks, 

2011), have been considered for long time indicated technic tools for resolving the scale 

discrepancies between climate scenario and the resolution required for impact assessment 

(Maraun et al. 2010). Statistical downscaling establishes that local climate could be represent 

through a statistical model (transfer function) between large-scale observation/reanalysis 

data and local observation over present-day climate (Maraun et al. 2010; Themeßl et al. 

2011b; Maraun et al. 2015). However, applied directly to GCMs or RCMs for providing 

local climate scenarios, these statistical methods do not act on the reduction of model output 

errors but only on refining spatial resolution. (Murphy 1999; Themeßl et al. 2011b).   

Statistical post-processing bias correction according to the principle of Model Output 

Statistics (MOS; Wilks, 2011) may help to overcome this problem. In particular 

configurations, statistical bias correction techniques, couple RCM errors reduction to an 

improvement of the resolution at the same time (Themeßl et al. 2011b; Themeßl et al. 2011a; 

Casati et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2014). Statistical bias correction methods are indeed designed 
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to bridge the gap between climate model simulations and the climate data needed for 

quantitative assessment of climate impacts projections (Hempel et al. 2013).  

Conceptually, bias correction methodologies aiming to reduce model errors could be 

discerned in two groups (Casati et al. 2013):  

- Change factor methods that directly apply an average RCMs simulated climate change 

signal from future and present simulations to present climate observations. This method 

is widely called delta-change approach (Lenderink et al. 2007). 

- Bias correction methods that rely on the relationship between present period observations 

and simulations to correct future model projections. In this context, the simplest approach 

corrects future climate simulation through a constant mean bias value characterizing 

simulations and observations during a present period. A drawback of this simple method 

is that error is considered constant over the whole statistical distribution consequently 

errors in variability are not corrected. Considering the future changes will differently 

affect mean values from high percentiles these technique could be considered too 

simplistic (Hagemann et al. 2011). Furthermore, given the high susceptibility of 

infrastructural and ecological systems to future extreme climatic events, it is suggestable 

to correct the entire statistical spectrum of climate model simulations. This could be 

performed through parametric (Piani et al. 2009; Piani et al. 2010) and non-parametric 

(empirical) bias correction methods (Boé et al. 2007; Deque 2007; Themeßl et al. 2011b; 

Themeßl et al. 2011a). A complete overview of statistical methodologies of bias 

correction is presented in Themeßl et al. (2011b), Berg et al. (2012) and Teutschbein and 

Seibert (2012) reporting comparison studies. 

 

Amongst different approaches, empirical quantile mapping has been demonstrated to 

successfully remove systematic model errors due to high flexibility and high performance at 

high quantiles (Boé et al. 2007; Deque 2007; Themeßl et al. 2011b; Dosio and Paruolo 2011; 

Gudmundsson et al. 2012; Casati et al. 2013). In some particular configuration, such as 

employing in the correction finer grid or point scale observations, quantile mapping could 

help to bridge the gap between climate simulations and impact models resolution. In this 

case, bias correction performs error reduction and increase of simulation resolution 

(downscaling) at the same time also accounting for representativeness error (Casati et al. 

2013). In fact, employing point-scale observations the discrepancies between observations 
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and simulations could result not only from intrinsic model error, but also from the spatial 

scale mismatch between model grid box and point-scale observations (Maraun et al. 2015).  

However, in climate change studies, it is not sufficient to prove bias correction efficacy 

on correcting recent or present climatology; of primary importance is also to characterize the 

effects of bias correction over the climate change signal (i.e. statistics difference between a 

future and past climate simulation). The influence of bias correction on future simulations 

and over climate change signal is only recently considered. (Scherrer et al. 2005; Dosio et 

al. 2012; Maurer and Pierce 2014; Gobiet et al. 2015). In Hagemann et al. (2011) and  Haerter 

et al. (2011) has been observed that quantile mapping stretches the original climate change 

signal of a factor consistent with the ratio of observed and simulated standard deviation. Such 

modification of the original climate change signal is being strongly discussed and generally 

considered as deficiency of bias correction methods (Hempel et al. 2013). However, Maurer 

and Pierce (2014) argued that quantile mapping do not deteriorate the quality of climate 

change signal resulting from a multi-model ensemble experiment. Only recently has been 

provide an analytical demonstration (Gobiet et al. 2015) that regards this modification no 

more as a deficiency of bias correction but rather as an improvement of climate change 

signal. Analytical demonstration of Gobiet and colleagues (2015), relies on an intensity-

dependence of model errors observed in several studies (Christensen et al. 2008; Themeßl et 

al. 2011a; Boberg and Christensen 2012). In these studies, has been noted a relationship 

between monthly mean temperature simulation errors and the observed monthly mean 

temperature with larger biases in warmer months than in colder months. Follows that where 

an error intensity-dependence exists climate change signal referred to warm months would 

be exaggerated. The effect of quantile mapping on climate change signal is mainly caused 

by the correction of the intensity-dependence of model error. That is, the effect should be 

seen as an improvement instead a drawback on the bias correction application in future 

climate change studies. However, considerations on improvement provided by quantile 

mapping relies on the postulate of a time-invariant model error characteristic. This means 

that the same processes misrepresented in present climate would be misrepresented even in 

the future climate simulation with similar bias associated to similar temperature. Since the 

correction function accounts for temperature-dependent biases, the future projections 

associated with those processes can be improved by quantile mapping. On the other hand 

quantile mapping cannot correct model errors generated by new physical processes that could 

occur in the future climate and not present in current dynamics (Casati et al. 2013). Maraun 
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(2012) in an experiment over Europe and employing ENSEMBLES project simulations 

found that in a transient climate change study biases are quite stable and bias correction on 

average improves the quality of climate scenario for climate impact studies.  

 

Research pillars 

Present work, according to different methodological approaches followed, could be 

discerned in three main pillars. First, a comprehensive regional climate projections 

assessment, roughly covering Italian peninsula is provided. In the second pillar, the same 

climate model outputs have been post-processed according to an empirical statistical bias 

correction. This second section is devoted to reduce the multi-model ensemble simulations 

error but without effects over the resolution of climate simulations since the correction 

function is built using equal resolution observed datasets. Third pillar takes a step further, 

shifting from regional to local-scale future climate scenario over representative Marche 

region (one of the 20 administrative divisions of Italy). Here same post-processing method 

was employed but built considering higher resolution ensemble simulations and point-scale 

observations. This configuration allows obtaining simulations error reduction coupled to 

spatial resolution increase.  

 

In the first pillar, a preliminary evaluation of the employed climate models through three 

statistical tests was performed. This section deals with the capability of the individual 

ensemble member to reproduce observed climatology of representative observational 

stations. Secondly, temperature and precipitation end-21st century climate change signal was 

analyzed. More in detail, considered variables are daily mean, minimum and maximum 

temperature and daily-cumulated precipitation. These key climate variable are the most used 

in climate change impact assessment studies (Giorgi et al. 2004). By definition, climate 

change signal is detected by comparing long-term statistics between a future (scenario) and 

past (reference) climate simulation (Mearns et al. 2001). Since changes are expected to 

differently affect mean value from high percentiles, different statistics signal have been 

considered. Furthermore, seasonal inter-annual temperature and precipitation variability 

response to increased radiative forcing was analyzed. Finally, operating with a multi-model 

ensemble approach, according to two different metrics, climate projections robustness and 

uncertainties were inspected.  
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In the subsequent two pillars, two different spatial scale climate scenarios (one roughly 

covering Italian peninsula and the second focused over representative stations of Marche 

region) are built. In these sections, the focus is over the effect of the statistical bias correction 

on the climate change signal performed with original simulations. Indeed, discrepancies 

between original and bias-corrected results were assessed.  While the statistical correction 

methodology is unvaried in the two experiments, substantial difference lies on the horizontal 

resolution of the simulations and observations employed. The first experiment (regional 

experiment) involves a regional dimension roughly covering Italian peninsula. Here, a multi-

model ensemble (van der Lindend and Mitchell 2009), having a horizontal resolution of 25 

km, is corrected employing an observational gridded dataset with the same horizontal 

resolution (Haylock et al. 2008). Given no spatial scale mismatch between simulation and 

observation, bias correction is expected to reduce simulation error with no effect on the 

resolution of climate simulations. This configuration has been chosen to avoid problems 

related to the representativeness error problems occurring where spatial scale mismatch 

between simulation and reference observation exists. Indeed, it is possible to isolate climate 

model errors generated by systematic model biases coupled to internal variability 

misrepresentation. Third pillar reports an experiment (local experiment) relying on higher 

resolution (12.5 km) multi model ensemble (Jacob et al. 2013) corrected with point-scale 

observational data. The observation are point-scale climatological time series provided by 

the observational network of Marche region Civil Protection. Given the spatial scale 

mismatch between simulations and observations, quantile mapping couples error reduction 

to the increase of climate projection resolution at the same time. Observational stations have 

been selected to represent the two main climatological sector of Marche region. A 

valley/coastal band belonging to “temperate sub-coastal” (pertaining to type “C” Koppen 

climate classification) climate classification characterized by temperature annual average 

between 10 °C and 14.4 °C. Rainfall are all year long distributed with a maximum in autumn 

(end-October - December) and a second relative maximum in spring (March – April). The 

overall annual precipitation are between 550-700 mm in the southern part (south of Ancona) 

and 700-800 (north of Ancona). The second climate sector considered corresponds to the 

hill-mountain regional areas. Here, the climate is defined “temperate-sub continental” with 

annual mean temperature enclosed between 10 °C and 14.4°C. The difference is in the 

minimum temperature of cold months (from -1 °C to +3.9 °C against from 4 °C to 5.9 °C). 
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Moreover, the periods characterized by mean temperature >= 20 °C are from 1 to 3 months 

against 3 months in sub-coastal bend. Annual precipitation between 750 to 1000 mm.  

Finally, in the perspective of future climate change, Marche region, according to what 

observed by Giorgi and Coppola (2007) and Mariotti et al. (2008), is located on a particular 

transitional latitude. Concerning future winter precipitation climate change signal, the 2-

degrees (from 42° N to 45° N) latitudinal band would be characterized by uncertain change 

sign (negative signal south of 42° N and a positive signal north of 45° N).  
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peninsula from regional climate model 

ensemble simulations  
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1.1 Datasets and methodology 

 

1.1.1 Simulation Datasets 

In this chapter, high resolution climate simulations from regional climate models (RCMs), 

run in the context of ENSEMBLES European project (http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.com, 

van der Lindend & Mitchell 2009), are assessed. Due to limited computational resources, 

only a small sub-set of the possible GCM-RCM combinations was considered (Table 1). 

 

Institute RCM 
Driving 

GCM 
Resolution Period SRES Variable 

DMI HIRHAM5 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1961- 2090 A1B tas; pr 

KNMI RACMO2.1 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1961-2090 A1B tas; pr 

MPI REMO5.7 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1961-2090 A1B tas; pr 

SMHI RCA3.0 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1961-2090 A1B tas; pr 

CNRM Aladin ARPEGE_RM5.1 25 km 1961-2090 A1B tas; pr 

ICTP RegCM3 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1961-2090 A1B tas; pr 

Table 1.1. List of climate models providing climate simulations. 
 

All RCMs are driven by the same GCM (ECHAM5-r3) except the Aladin driven by 

ARPEGE_RM5.1 GCM. Climate variables assessed in this study consist on daily mean, 

minimum, maximum surface temperature (respectively tas, tmin and tmax) and daily 

cumulated precipitation (pr) from 1961 to 2090. Simulations present a common horizontal 

resolution of 25 km and an intermediate atmospheric greenhouse gasses concentration 

scenario A1B (CO2 concentration of about 700 ppm by 2100, Nakicenovic Nebojsa 2000), 

reported in figure 1.1 in comparison with other emission scenarios.  
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Simulations spatial 

domain covers a 

longitudinal range from 6 °E 

to 18.5 °E and a latitude 

going from 40 °N to 48 °N. 

All Italian peninsula has 

represented except for 

Calabria region, Sicily 

Island and south Sardinia. 

Considering computational 

limits, we preferred to 

include Alpine region, even 

beyond Italian borders, than 

the southernmost part. This 

choice follows a rationale connected to current and expected climate change dynamics.  

Given its particular morphological, climatic, ecological, and hydrological features, Alpine 

region is already presenting more than average sensitivity to current climate change (Gobiet 

et al. 2014). Moreover, for what concerns temperature and precipitation, Alpine region acts 

as  hinge of the  latitudinal/seasonal climate oscillation identified by Giorgi & Coppola 2007. 

Another source of scientific interest is that 

Alps latitude is expected to represent the 

transition zone (positive-negative) of projected 

winter precipitation change. From scientific 

literature current and projected climate change 

involving southernmost part of Italy (Sicily 

and Calabria region, not represented in the 

study area) is not dissimilar to those affecting 

southernmost part of the study area (Giorgi and 

Lionello 2008). Study area is reported in figure 

1.2. 

 Figure 1.1. Anthropogenic emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O and Sulphur dioxide for 

the six illustrative SRES scenarios, A1B, A2, B1 and B2, A1FI and A1T. [IPCC 

Special Report on Emissions Scenarios]. 

 Figure 1.2. Numerical climate models grid and 

geographical   domain of the study area. 
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1.1.2 Climate model simulations setup 

The response of the climate system to an increasing of GHGs and aerosol concentrations 

is assessed through an ensemble of six regional climate model simulations. In a variety of 

applications, not only limited to the weather and climate prediction/projection problems, was 

demonstrated that combining different models generally skill, reliability and consistency of 

model predictions or projections result improved (Tebaldi and Knutti 2007). Ensemble of 

climate models could be interpreted as a combination of climate model simulations. Multi-

model ensemble averages provide one commonly used way to condense information from 

many climate models running the same experiment. The ensemble average tend to provide a 

smoother representation of climate evolution compared to the interpretation belonging to the 

individual ensemble member. This is because if one single simulation produces a strong 

localized feature, such strong drought, it is improbable that all the other members will 

reproduce in the same place the same magnitude drought; events amplitude is indeed reduced 

in the average (J. D. Neelin, 2010). In the recent years, two principal approaches to combine 

climate simulations have been mainly employed. One is the “Perturbed-physics ensemble” 

(Collins et al. 2011). This approach involves perturbing physical parameters within a single 

model structure with different choice and range of perturbation.  A key strength of this 

approach is the ability to produce a large numbers of ensemble members in relatively easy 

way (Collins et al. 2011). This study relies on a second approach of combining multiple 

climate simulations, named “Multi-model ensemble” (Palmer et al. 2004). Multi-model 

ensemble is defined as a set of model simulations from structurally different models, where 

one (in this study) or more initial conditions (e.g. GHGs concentration future paths) are 

available from each model (if more initial conditions for each model are available the 

experiments are often said to make up a super-ensemble) (Tebaldi and Knutti 2007). 

Belonging from different models, developed by different institutional research center, multi-

model ensemble projections account for a wider spectrum of modelling choices and the 

inherent deficiency of each member. Within multi-model ensemble approach, different ways 

to combine model simulations exists. One, based on weighted averages, where models are 

weighted in function of demonstrated capability on reproducing real world observed time 

series (Christensen et al. 2010). Intuitively, it makes perfect sense to trust, but the difficulty 

lays to identify model that systematically outperform in each context (i.e. over different 

variable, season, orographic context and statistical momentum) and shared metrics to 

evaluate performances.  Weighted averages approach is found to better perform in cases 
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where sufficient information is available to correctly determine the weight of the individual 

ensemble member (Knutti et al. 2010). In our case, previous statistical assessment of models 

performance did not highlight clear hierarchy of models skill. It makes potentially 

controversial to assign a fixed weight to each of the ensemble members. For this reason, 

climate projections presented here rely on equally weighted, namely arithmetically averaged 

following the concept of “one model, one vote”. Other concern refers to the optimal number 

of ensemble members. Knutti et al. (2010) demonstrated considerable improvement is only 

seen for up to about 5 models, and after 10 models the biases are almost stable. Indeed, 

considering large ensembles are computationally expensive, a six-member multi-model 

ensemble was chosen. Finally, six simulations were linearly interpolated on a common 25 

km resolution grid and then averaged grid point by grid point. This procedure repeated for 

each climate variables considered. The result could be imagine as a single climate simulation 

representing all the ensemble members’ average.  

 

1.1.3 Analysis: climate change signal, climate models evaluation and inter-

model agreement 

Climate change signal is defined as the difference of a selected climate statistic in the 

scenario (2061-2090) and reference (1961-1990) simulations. Different statistics was 

selected to derive changes over both mean and extremes (corresponding to the tails of the 

variable statistical distribution). Climate change signal has been derived grid-point wise for 

four climate variables (tmean, tmin, tmax and pr). This allows analyzing climatic change 

spatial pattern, highlighting most sensitive areas to future changes.  

Specific section investigates the response of the inter-seasonal climate variability to the 

increase of atmospheric anthropogenic GHG and aerosols concentration. Inter-seasonal 

variability was measured comparing future and reference period seasonal standard deviation 

for temperature and coefficient of variance for precipitation. Inter-seasonal variability 

change signal was obtained by first calculating the standard deviation at each grid point of 

the multi-model ensemble for both periods, successively performing a percentage difference. 

For precipitation, the same procedure was followed but computing coefficient of variation 

given by the ratio between standard deviation and average (σ/µ). Use of coefficient of 

variation removes the well-known dependency of the precipitation standard deviation on the 

mean (Giorgi and Lionello 2008). 
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Another methodological section assesses the agreement of the different models over the 

change signal outlined. Adopting multi-model ensemble approach, quantifying the 

agreement of ensemble members over a certain projection means characterizing its 

consistency and uncertainty. This is general addressed analyzing inter-model spread where 

high deviation suggests higher uncertainty projection. Here a step further was undertaken 

studying not merely inter-model spread but the agreement of the ensemble members over the 

sign and statistical significance of change signal. Hence, two metrics were adopted: first 

metric has been employed in the 4th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (Solomon et al. 2007) and is based on inter-model agreement on the sign of 

change, stippling areas where at least the majority of models (66%) shows the same sign of 

change. Second metric (Tebaldi et al. 2011), maps models agreement on signal statistical 

significance, stippling areas where the majority of models report significant change signal. 

Addressing statistical significance means that models produced changes outside the 

boundary of natural climate variability (Tebaldi et al. 2011). Statistical significance has been 

tested (t-test) for each ensemble member, grid point by grid point for daily mean temperature 

and daily-cumulated precipitation climate change signal.  

Before presenting climate projections assessment, ensemble members have been tested 

against observed time series belonging to three reference stations of Marche region (one of 

the 20 administrative divisions of Italy) located in the Adriatic coast of central Italy. Even if 

not comprehensive for entire Italian peninsula climatology it is important to assess the 

capability of climate models of reproducing past-observed temperature and precipitation 

climatology. The observational datasets are provided by the observational network of 

Marche region Civil Protection chosen in function of temporal homogeneity over the 

segment 1971-2000 and for representing three different climate conditions. For temperature, 

one station (Ancona) is located along the coast and is characterized by a maritime-

Mediterranean climate with warm summer and temperate winters. A second station 

(Fabriano) is located far away from the sea (60 km) at an elevation of 320 m. Surrounded by 

complex morphology, local climate is only slightly affected by the presence of Adriatic sea. 

A third station (Montemonaco 990 m a.s.l.) was chosen for representing mountain climate. 

For precipitation coast, hill and mountain sectors are respectively represented by Pesaro (sea 

level), Jesi (96 m a.s.l.) and Bolognola (1000 m a.s.l.). This phase aimed to test the capability 

of climate models of reproducing past climate features over diversified morphology. 

Employed statistical tests consider simulated and observed daily time series gathered in 
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monthly basis in order to evaluate entire annual cycle bias distribution. Three widely adopted 

indices for performance evaluation were employed, namely Mean Bias (MB), Mean 

Absolute Error (MAE) and Root-Mean-Square error (Bucchignani et al. 2015). 

 

= 1 ( −	 )	  

= 1 | −	 |	  

= 1 ( −	 )	  

 

Where Si and Oi  are respectively simulated and observed daily values considering i-th 

month. Through a dedicated function, simulated time series are extracted from the nearest 

grid point to the observational station. MB represents the discrepancies between the 

simulated and observed monthly means during the time segment considered (1971-2000). 

MAE represent the same operation but the monthly bias absolute value is considered. The 

root of the square of the mean absolute bias gives the RMSE. This simple arithmetic 

manipulation allows higher sensitivity to very high model bias (outliers) and to maintain the 

original physical value of the variable (D. S. Wilks, 2011). The evaluation phase wants to 

investigate the capability of single ensemble member on reproducing the mean temperature 

and precipitation characterizing the reference period month by month. However, simulations 

capability on reproducing temporal correlation with past observed variability has not 

considered since expected to be very low. This is because, forced by GCMs, RCMs are not 

“synchronized” (this was in the case boundary conditions were provided by observations or 

reanalysis) with the observed temporal succession of weather states. In this GCMs-driven 

RCMs configuration, trends and variability changes are simulated in function of variation in 

radiative forcing in turn linked to the alteration of GHGs concentration. For these reasons, 

only comparison of the reference period monthly mean reproduction has been studied. 
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1.2 Results  

1.2.1 Climate models evaluation 

 Temperature 

 

 Figure 1.3. Monthly temperature Mean Bias (MB) for the three representative stations of Ancona (upper panel), Fabriano 

(central panel) and Montemonaco (lower panel) respectively representing coast, hill and mountain Marche region 

climatology. 
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 Figure 1.4. Monthly temperature Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the three representative stations of Ancona (upper 

panel), Fabriano (central panel) and Montemonaco (lower panel) respectively representing coast, hill and mountain 

Marche region climatology. 
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 Figure 1.5.  Monthly temperature Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the three representative stations of Ancona (upper 

panel), Fabriano (central panel) and Montemonaco (lower panel) respectively representing coast, hill and mountain 

Marche region climatology. 
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Figures from 1.3 to 1.5 report validation results corresponding respectively to MB, MAE 

and RMSE applied on daily temperature monthly averages for the period 1971-2000. For all 

the three tests, simulation monthly biases are reported in the y-axes in Celsius Degrees. 

Statistical tests are devoted to assess the capability of simulating temperature annual cycle 

over the past time segment over three representative morphological contexts (coast, hill and 

mountain).  The three statistical tests underline two principal characteristic of temperature 

annual cycle bias. Firstly, it is noteworthy how the multi-model ensemble (black line) 

guaranties the nearest simulated value to the observation. This confirms the add value of 

using an ensemble approach in climate simulations. Secondly, how the simulation 

discrepancies follow the complexity of the territory. Minor biases resulted in simulation of 

valley-coast station temperature with increasing biases over hill and mountain stations. 

Concerning the annual cycle, higher biases resulted over intermediate season spring and 

autumn with an underestimation up to 2 °C (considering the MB). In the coast and hill 

stations summer-months temperature are almost perfectly simulated with MB close to zero.     

Figures from 1.6 to 1.8 report evaluation of simulated monthly precipitation for three 

Marche region stations representing coast hill and mountain sectors. Biases are indicated in 

millimeter on the y-axes. Results show two interesting aspects: first climate simulations more 

than expected well reproduce hill and coast stations precipitation annual cycle. This also 

considering the effect of representativeness error that must be taken in account when an area-

averaged value (simulation) is compared versus a point-scale observation. Precipitation MB 

for Pesaro and Jesi stations reports biases close to zero peaking to -1 mm for June and 

December months. Secondly, it is observable how performance of climate models decreases 

over mountain station of Bolognola (1000 m a.s.l.). It is noticeable how larger bias (negative 

bias, meaning an underestimation of precipitation over complex orography) affects spring 

and autumn months (up to 7 mm/month considering the MAE of the multi-model ensemble; 

black line). Reporting error physical values (mm) this fact is quite obvious since higher 

precipitation along these months are generally concentrated. 
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Precipitation 

 Figure 1.6. Monthly precipitation Mean Bias (MB) for the three representative stations of Pesaro (upper panel), Jesi 

(central panel) and Bolognola (lower panel) respectively representing coast, hill and mountain Marche region climatology. 
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 Figure 1.7. Monthly precipitation Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the three representative stations of Pesaro (upper 

panel), Jesi (central panel) and Bolognola (lower panel) respectively representing coast, hill and mountain Marche region 

climatology. 
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 Figure 1.8. Monthly precipitation Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the three representative stations of Pesaro (upper 

panel), Jesi (central panel) and Bolognola (lower panel) respectively representing coast, hill and mountain Marche region 

climatology. 
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1.2.2 Climate Change Signal Assessment  

Mean temperature 

 

 

Figure 1.9 shows multi-model ensemble projections of seasonal mean temperature (tas 

hereafter) change over study area. Change signal consists on a projected anomaly computed 

for a future period (2061-2090) over the reference period (1961-1990). Seasonal change 

signal plots are built in order to characterize expected magnitude, seasonal cycle and spatial 

pattern of the expected changes. All the four seasons result affected by a warming signal 

ranging from ≈ 2.5 to 5 °C. Summer season signal stands out with higher increase up to 4 / 

5 °C followed by autumn season (≈ 2.5 - 3 °C).  Spatial patterns highlight Alpine region as 

the most affected by higher signal. Anomaly gap is mainly about +0.5 °C against surrounding 

areas in all seasons. Coastal areas in summer season show slight dampened signal down to 

 Figure 1.9. Multi-model ensemble seasonal mean temperature change (2061-2090 minus 1961-1990). Units are °C. 
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+4°C. Unsurprisingly higher seawater thermal capacity establish a sea-inland signal gradient. 

Conversely, a latitudinal gradient characterizes continental-climate part of the study area.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.10 reports signal referred to the left tail (5th percentile) of daily mean temperature 

distribution (tas05P hereafter). This analysis involves low frequency cold-day changes. As 

seen for the mean values, summer and autumn seasons result affected by major temperature 

increase (≈ 3-5.5 °C). Lower signal projected in spring and winter seasons ≈ +2 °C, only 

Alps stand out with higher signal (≈ +3 °C). Interestingly Alps show higher signal absolute 

value coupled to a relevant gap against surrounding lowlands mainly in autumn and spring 

seasons. This elevation-dependent warming signal confirms results from previous studies 

(Giorgi et al. 1997; Hall 2004; Kotlarski et al. 2012; Scherrer et al. 2012) where a decrease 

of the lapse-rate in a warmer climate was detected. The elevation-dependence of temperature 

 Figure 1.10. Multi-model ensemble seasonal mean temperature 5th percentile (tas05P ) change (2061-2090 minus 1961-

1990). Units are °C 
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signal could be interpreted by means of two relevant mechanisms: (i) large-scale changes of 

environmental lapse rate and (ii) to more regional effects related to changes in snow cover. 

Regarding the former, theoretical considerations suggest that climate change will lead to a 

decrease of free-tropospheric lapse rates, i.e., the upper troposphere will warm stronger than 

the lower, ultimately because the moist adiabatic lapse rate decreases with temperature. 

Second mechanism, involves surface-atmosphere exchange processes consisting in the 

snow-albedo feedback: a shortening of the snow season will result in a lower surface albedo 

would potentially amplify a large-scale warming signal (Hall 2004; Scherrer et al. 2012; 

Kotlarski et al. 2012).  

 

 

Changes over the right tail of daily mean temperature (tas95P hereafter) distribution in 

figure 1.9 are displayed. Signal over this distribution portion corresponds to changes over 

low frequency high daily mean temperature. Seasonal patterns of change indicates once 

 Figure 1.11. Multi-model ensemble seasonal mean temperature 95th percentile (tas95P ) change (2061-2090 minus 1961-

1990). Units are °C. 
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again summer season affected by higher positive temperature change (≈ 3.5-5.5 °C) followed 

by spring (≈ 3-5 °C), autumn (≈ 3-4 °C) and winter seasons (≈ 2-3 °C).  Seasonal oscillation 

of tas95P signal roughly resembles what seen for daily mean temperature change, but with a 

higher magnitude of spring and summer signals. In these seasons, warming overcomes at 

least 1 °C mean values signal. Latitudinal gradient characterizes signal spatial patterns during 

autumn, spring and summer seasons, whit higher positive changes (≈ 1 °C) over southern 

part of domain. Moderate spatial heterogeneity involves winter season. Alpine region 

presents signal up to 1 °C lesser in winter and higher, coupled to the southern Italy, in spring. 

The limited temperature signal over Alps is plausible considering soil-atmosphere feedback, 

coupling temperature with precipitation change signal (see next section). Detected higher 

winter precipitation over Alps would lead to wetter soils, which in turn increase moisture 

flux due to evapotranspiration into the atmosphere. This results in increased humidity and 

potentially to cloud formation creating a positive feedback loop (Gobiet et al. 2014). 
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Minimum temperature 

 

 

 

As expected, projected changes of minimum daily temperature (tmin hereafter, figure 

1.12) resulted connected with mean temperature having similar magnitude, seasonal and 

spatial patterns (figure 1.9). Summer is confirmed the most affected season by stronger 

warming signal (≈ 4 °C), followed by autumn and winter seasons (≈ 2.5-3 °C). It is worth 

noting an even larger elevation-dependence of change signal compared to mean temperature 

signal. Elevation-dependency is relevant in winter and spring seasons and particularly 

evident over the left tail of the variable distribution (tmin05P hereafter), as shown in figure 

1.13.  

 Figure 1.12. Multi-model ensemble seasonal minimum temperature (tmin) change (2061-2090 minus 1961-1990). Units 

are °C. 
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Tmin05P could be considered as the change signature of cold-temperature extreme. In 

this particular assessment, an exacerbation of the aforementioned signal elevation-

dependence can be noted. Seasonal analysis reports autumn season warming signal affecting 

particularly Alps (≈ 5.5-6 °C). The rest of Italy displays positive anomalies between ≈ 3 and 

3.5 °C. In winter, at least twice as warming signal is present in correspondence of 

mountainous areas of Alps, Appennines and continental areas (up to 5.5 °C). In these areas, 

characterized by a winter lasting snow cover, the lack of albedo effect consistently dampens 

cold-extremes. Similar spatial pattern results for spring season but with lower signal 

magnitude. Here, signal does not exceed +2.5 °C except over Alpine region affected by a 

signal of +4 °C.  Coherently, summer is the only season to present spatial homogeneous 

signal distribution, ranging from ≈ 2.5-3.5 °C.  

  

 Figure 1.13. . Multi-model ensemble seasonal minimum temperature 5th percentile (tmin05P) change (2061-2090 minus 

1961-1990). Units are °C. 
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Maximum temperature  

 

 

 

In figure 1.14 results for mean seasonal maximum temperature (tmax hereafter) are 

reported. As shown for the mean temperature (figure 1.7), tmax changes result ranging from 

≈ 2.5 to 3.5 °C during autumn, winter and spring season. Summer season shows a higher 

warming signal up to ≈ 4.5 °C. Alpine region stands slightly out in winter and springtime 

while in summer season shows warming signal dipole, where Alps and inner-southern area 

show higher warming signal up to 4.5 °C. Some decimal degrees less is the warming signal 

characterizing the center and northern part of Italy. As noted in Goubanova and Li (2007) 

and Beniston et al (2007), we can further observe that changes in seasonal mean tmax and 

tmin have similar magnitudes. However, the signal of tmax results slightly higher than 

relative tmin signal during spring and summer seasons.      

 Figure 1.14. Multi-model ensemble seasonal mean maximum temperature (tmax) change (2061-2090 minus 1961-1990). 

Units are °C. 
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In Mediterranean climate context, one of the most interesting and high-impacting aspect 

of future climate regards extreme high temperature. Anomalous warm months or seasons in 

the last 1-2 decades of the observational record have prompted in many publications to 

explore and explain these events (Schär et al. 2004; Beniston et al. 2007; Gobiet et al. 2014). 

Feedbacks between soil-moisture deficits and heat-waves have recently attracted much 

interest as an explanatory causal mechanism (Vautard et al. 2013). It has been observed the 

northward shift of drought that originate in the Mediterranean during winter, yields 

preconditions capable of triggering intense and persistent heat waves in Europe (Gobiet et 

al. 2014) as already experienced in 2003 and 2007 droughts (Ciais et al. 2005; Tolika et al. 

2009).  In this study, extreme high temperature expected changes were inspected considering 

the seasonal 95th percentile of daily maximum temperature (tmax95P hereafter) future 

change. Changes tmax95P well agree with changes in tmax but showing greater absolute 

value. As reported for mean and minimum temperature the right tail distribution exhibits a 

 Figure 1.15. Multi-model ensemble seasonal maximum temperature 95th percentile (tmax95P) change (2061-2090 minus 

1961-1990). Units are °C. 
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higher signal compared to mean value excluding winter season. Spring and summer seasons 

confirm strong signal ranging from 3.5 to more than 5.5 °C. In summer season hot-extremes 

signal shows higher values over inner-central part and north-western Italy. Longitudinal 

gradient characterizes eastern Italy with lower positive anomalies of ≈ 1 °C than the western 

part. Winter season shows least increasing in tmax95P. In Padana valley and south side of 

Alps a signal lower than 2 °C is projected. 
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Mean precipitation 

 

 

Figure 1.16. Multi-model ensemble mean seasonal precipitation (pr) change (2061-2090 minus 1961-1990). Units are %. 

 

Mean precipitation change (pr, figure. 1.16) presents relevant seasonal and spatial patterns 

oscillations. Autumn season shows moderate drying signal mainly on western Italy peaking 

over northwest and Campania region (≈ -30%). Padana valley and Adriatic coast resulted 

characterized by a close to zero signal while western Italy shows general higher negative 

signal. In autumn and especially in winter, precipitation change signal over the Peninsula 

presents a dipolar pattern with an increase in the northern regions (up to 25%) and a decrease 

in the southern ones (10-15%). Moreover, differently from what resulted in autumn, winter 

signal shows east-west gradient across the Appennines of central Italy. In the future climate 

we expect an increase in low-level westerly winds, which tends to produce more precipitation 

in the upwind (western) side of the Appennines (Coppola and Giorgi 2010). Spring season 
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shows from moderate to high (-10 up to -30%) negative precipitation change signal over 

Italy. Interestingly, spring pattern largely resemble those presented in autumn season but 

shifted toward higher negative signal. A latitudinal and slight longitudinal gradient is indeed 

resulted. In summer, whole domain results affected by drying signal, though different spatial 

pattern exists. Lower signal has been found in the Adriatic coast while the higher in 

correspondence of inner-southern part of domain. Signal varies from -10% to -40%. 

Discussing precipitation results, it is noteworthy the strong latitudinal gradient affecting 

autumn and especially winter precipitation signal. From figure 1.16, it is noticeable how 

expected northward displacement of Atlantic storm-track would be greater in spring and 

summer and weaker in autumn and winter seasons. Autumn and winter precipitation are 

generally anti-correlated with NAO phase, where the last decades decreased autumn-winter 

precipitation resulted from an anomalous lasting NAO positive-phase (Giorgi and Lionello 

2008). In fact, oscillation in such large-scale atmospheric mode has been observed to largely 

affect the entire Mediterranean precipitation regime especially in winter, significantly 

altering zonal storm track intensity and cyclonic activity. In turn, NAO and the principal 

north-hemisphere large-scale atmospheric circulation modes, present evident connection and 

response to Arctic sea-ice extension and its current massive retreat. (Trigo et al. 2002; 

Seierstad and Bader 2009; Overland and Wang 2010). Concerning Mediterranean region and 

Italy, different authors project different NAO future responses. A reduction of mid-latitude 

storminess and winter (especially in march) coherent with a negative NAO phase was found 

by Seierstad and Bader (2009) for the end 21st century. More specifically for Mediterranean 

basin, Grassi et al. (2013) highlighted dynamical mechanisms connecting Arctic sea-ice loss 

with negative Arctic Oscillation (AO), closely related to NAO, leading to wetter winter 

season. Conversely Giorgi and Lionello (2008) suggest a projected shift toward NAO 

positive phase and a related decrease of precipitation over central and southern Italy also in 

autumn and winter seasons. At this regard, Giorgi and Coppola (2007), detected in north 

Italy latitude a sort of borderline between drier (southward) and positive (northward) signal 

identifying this particular pattern as “European Climate change Oscillation”. Concerning 

spring and summer precipitation change signal, resulting severe negative signal accord to an 

increase of anticyclonic condition expected over the Mediterranean basin (Gao and Giorgi 

2008; Giorgi and Lionello 2008). The central and southern part of the basin especially in 

summer would be under the influence of the dry descending branch of the Hadley cell. As 

hypothesized for the mid-latitude Atlantic storm track, also the Hadley is expected 
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undergoing to higher latitude expansion (Planton et al. 2012; Xoplaki et al. 2012) extending 

sub-tropical arid conditions over the greater part of Mediterranean region. . Lu et al. (2007) 

analyzing markers of Hadley cell edges, found a robust weakening and poleward expansion 

in simulations of the 21st century climate. The baroclinic instability of Mediterranean latitude 

would be suppressed by an increase of stability in subtropical latitudes, allowing thermally-

drive cell to reach higher extratropical latitudes.  

 

 

 

Extreme precipitation 

 

 

 

 Figure 1.17. Multi-model ensemble seasonal precipitation 99th percentile (pr99P) change (2061-2090 minus 1961-1990). 

Units are %. 
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As stated for temperatures, also for precipitation is essential to assess expected changes 

over impact-relevant events. The right tail of daily cumulated precipitation distribution (99th 

percentile of the seasonal precipitation distribution, hereafter pr99P) identifies these 

particularly high precipitation events. This kind of precipitation events have deep impacts on 

exposed infrastructures with serious socio-economic repercussions. Given the climatic 

context of Mediterranean basin, particular severe precipitation events can make up the large 

portion of the total precipitation (Hertig et al. 2014). Also for precipitation, a skewed change 

signal resulted, with high-percentile precipitation varying differently from mean events 

(figure 1.17). Spatial patterns of changes roughly resemble those seen for mean precipitation 

though scattered spatial heterogeneity and weaker seasonal oscillation resulted. What is 

noteworthy is a shift toward wetter signal compared to the mean. In the greatest part of 

domain and in all the seasons (especially autumn and spring transition seasons) we assist 

either to an important reduction of the negative anomalies and to larger positive change 

signal (i.e. northern part of domain). In autumn and spring seasons, we note null or slight 

positive anomaly also in the south of domain, regions where mean precipitation was resulted 

strongly decrease. Autumn and winter are expected the most affected by increasing in 

intensity of extreme precipitation events. 99th percentile change signal shows peaks of +30% 

over the northernmost part of domain. Even though on a general increase of autumn and 

winter extreme events, some localized negative signal resulted. Is the case of north side of 

Alps (in winter) and northwest Italy (in autumn) that shows drying signal in both mean and 

extreme precipitation. Changes resulted for Alpine region are in good agreement with a 

recent studies (Rajczak et al. 2013; Gobiet et al. 2014) that have assessed projected changes 

in Alpine precipitation in larger detail. Focusing on summer season, the most drought-prone 

season, over western part of Italy and western side of Dynaric Alps a relevant decrease of -

20% is resulted. Concerning high-percentile signal, it is interesting to note how also in 

summer are present positive signal. At this regard, Alps act as borderline between negative 

(southward) and positive (northward) changes. The entire Alpine region resulted interested 

by increase in summer precipitation 99th percentile signal up to 20%.  

Assessment of changes in magnitude and frequency of heavy and extreme precipitation 

events and more in general of hydrological cycle changes represent one of the most 

challenging aspect for climate change science. The interpretation of linkages between 

changes in the large-scale atmospheric modes (Trigo et al. 2002; Trigo 2006; Toreti et al. 

2010; Xoplaki et al. 2012), and local precipitation evolution remain still uncertain. Moreover, 
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specifically for changes in extreme precipitation a relevant role is played by the interaction 

between thermodynamic (i.e. Clausius-Clapeyron low) end dynamic processes (Palmer 

2013; Allen & Ingram 2002; Allan & Soden 2008) coupled to the relevant role played by 

complex morphological conditions.  
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1.2.3 Inter-seasonal variability change 

Temperature 

 

 

One of the metric for assessing future asymmetry of temperature changes, namely a higher 

signal affecting extreme values respect to the mean is represented by inter-annual variability. 

Inter-annual variability indicates the oscillation of climate conditions year by year. It could 

be idealized as the dispersion of variable values around a time series linear interpolation or 

the stretching of related Probability Density Function (PDF). As expected, change signal 

(here shown in percentage [%] of standard deviation change between the two time segments) 

of seasonal inter-annual variability roughly follows mean temperature changes, though with 

substantial distinctions. Summer season characterized by the highest mean change signal 

shows also highest change signal in inter-seasonal variability up to 25% (over northern 

 Figure 1.18. Multi-model ensemble seasonal temperature inter-annual variability change (2061-2090 minus 1961-1990). 

Values are expressed as percentage of the reference period (1961-1990). 
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Tirrenian Sea). The greater signal of the warm seasons (spring and summer) could be 

attributed, at least partially, to an enhancement of soil moisture-temperature feedbacks 

(Coppola and Giorgi 2010) exacerbating heatwaves magnitude. For what concerns spatial 

pattern, autumn and spring seasons show a slight latitudinal gradient with a small negative 

signal over northernmost area and a positive one (up to + 15%) in the southernmost area. 

Winter season signal stands out over the Alps in winter. This reduction over Alps is 

connected to the relative significant cold-temperature warming (see figures. 1.10, 1.12 and 

1.13). Again, we underline the relevant effect of the reduction in snow cover, and resulting 

reduce effectiveness of the snow-albedo feedback mechanism (Giorgi and Lionello 2008).  

Greater warming of cold (tas05P, figure 1.10) and extreme-cold days (tmin05P, figure 1.13) 

compared with those affecting mean temperature, leads a decreasing variance of future daily 

temperature. Not subjected to such cold-temperature warming, the rest of study area does 

not show relevant changes over winter inter-seasonal variability. 
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Precipitation 

 

 

 

Another relevant aspect of future precipitation is represented by the seasonal inter-annual 

variability, reflecting an year by year oscillation of precipitation (Fatichi et al. 2012). Future 

change over inter-seasonal oscillation of the precipitation is inferred by the change signal 

affecting the Coefficient of Variance (COV, standard deviation normalized by mean value) 

(Coppola and Giorgi 2010). Figure 1.19 reports a general increase of inter-annual variability 

over all domain and all the seasons excluding winter. As for temperature, precipitation inter-

seasonal variability signal results substantially related with the mean value changes. Autumn 

and spring inter-seasonal variability signal shows an increase over all domain (up to + 30%). 

Summer season shows an intense inter-annual variability increase. In fact, the severe 

decrease in mean daily cumulated precipitation (figure 1.16) does not match an equivalent-

 Figure 1.19. Multi-model ensemble seasonal precipitation Coefficient of Variance (COV) change (2061-2090 minus 

1961-1990). Values are expressed as percentage of the reference period (1961-1990). 
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magnitude change over extreme precipitation (figure 1.17). This leads to a larger future 

precipitation variance. Increase that appears consistent with the expected intensification of  

hydrological cycle under warmer conditions (Giorgi and Lionello 2008). Longer recharge 

time to get local saturation conditions would be required coupled to a higher intensity 

precipitation events. Winter season inter-annual variability shows a characteristic change 

signal. Compared to the other seasons, smaller changes have been resulted all over the 

domain. Slight increase (decrease) signal and on central-southern (northern) domain was 

obtained. According to what inferred from mean changes winter season will be characterized 

by wetter condition over Alpine and northernmost domain areas.  Finally, it is likely that 

during summer the increase in temperature and precipitation variability are coupled to each 

other, as clear sky (rainy conditions) are associated with higher (lower) insolation and higher 

(lower) temperature. 
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1.2.4 Mapping inter-model agreement on future climate projections 

Agreement over statistical significance of temperature change 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.20 shows results for the metric proposed by Tebaldi et al. (2011), that maps inter-

model agreement on the significance of temperature change. This double-layer 

representation (signal + level of significance agreement) allows allocating signal robustness 

or uncertainty. Black squares are present when the totality RCMs agreed over significant (t-

test) change over a specific grid point. Results show that the mean temperature signal is 

significant for all RCMs in each grid point in all the four seasons.  

 

 Figure 1.20. Two-layered maps representing signal and inter-model agreement over statistical significance of climate 

change signal. 

Dotes denote areas characterized by the 100% of the models agreement on the mean temperature change statistical 

significance (t-test). 
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Agreement over sign of precipitation change 

For what concerns precipitation, higher inter-annual variability noise, makes detection of 

a clear change signal more complex. (Hawkins and Sutton 2009; Tebaldi et al. 2011). This 

intrinsic characteristic of precipitation variable makes more difficult to detect robust signal 

emerging from the internal variability noise (Deser et al. 2012). This particular condition 

could potentially bring to misleading conclusions. Indeed, especially for precipitation, level 

of agreement among ensemble members deserve considerable importance. To dial with inter-

model agreement over precipitation projection, two different metrics have been employed. 

Both metrics were performed according to two different agreement-level threshold (66 and 

100% of models agreement). Moreover, to provide comprehensive results the two metrics 

have been applied over both seasonal and annual basis signal. Figure 1.21 indicates grid 

nodes where the majority (>= 66% at least 4 out 6 RCMs) of ensemble members agrees on 

change sign. On annual basis (a panel), majority of models agree on the drying signal not 

only over southern Italy but also over the northwest sector. Consistent inter-model agreement 

has also resulted over the moderate wetter signal of the northernmost (north of Alps) part. 

As expected in the correspondence of transitional change sign we did not get consistent 

agreement (less than 4 RCMs out 6). In this transition latitudinal band, signal was 

characterized by very low values, (either positive or negative) such that change-sign can vary 

model by model (e.g. central Adriatic Sea). In general, low and uncertain change has been 

found over sea grid points, where models physical parameterization differences could play a 

relevant role. Also on a seasonal basis, central-northern Adriatic coast is characterized by a 

low change signal coupled to a lack models agreement, mainly in autumn. Lack of models 

agreement has also found in correspondence of the latitudinal sign-transition zone (roughly 

43.5 °N) in winter. Spring and summer seasons are characterized by larger agreement. In 

general, to uncertain sign change areas correspond a low change signal (± 5%) indicating 

low signal robustness. As previously stated, on annual basis, the Alpine region latitude marks 

a neutral-sign border where northward a positive and southward a negative signal resulted.  
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 Figure 1.21. Two-layered maps representing signal and inter-model agreement over sign of climate change signal. 

Dotes denote areas where at least 66% of the models agreed on the mean annual (a) and mean seasonal (b) precipitation 

change sign. 

a 

b 

Annual 
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Agreement over statistical significance of precipitation change 

Figure 1.22 reports results concerning inter-model agreement over the statistical 

significance of precipitation change signal. Areas where the majority (>= 66%, 4 out 6 

models, circles) and totality (100% or 6 out 6 models, filled circles) are underlined. Different 

response of the two metrics are evident. This emphasizes the importance of assessing not 

only sign but also significance agreement of change. In figure 1.22, spatial patterns resemble 

sign-agreement distribution (figure 1.21), but empty spaces (grid-nodes where less than 4 

out 6 models agreed over significant change) are wider. Significance agreement (majority or 

totality of models), is mainly located in correspondence of moderate signal, at least ± 10%. 

As expected, total agreement only over relevant signal (± 20%) has resulted. Absence of 

significance agreement means negligible signal, where at least, 3 out 6 models produced 

future changes within inter-annual variability boundary. As seen for annual basis, seasonally, 

inter-model significance agreement characterizes areas where a relevant change signal 

magnitude resulted. It is worth underline significance agreement of wetter condition in 

almost the whole areas placed north of 45 °N, mainly in winter. The same for the severe 

summer and spring drying over Italy land-points. This double metric analysis assigns higher 

confidence on a wetter-winter (north of 46 °N) and the dryer-summer (almost the entire Italy) 

future conditions.  
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 Figure 1.22. Two-layered maps representing change signal and inter-model agreement over statistical significance of 

climate change signal. 

 Circles denote areas where at least 66% of the models agreed on statistical significance of the mean annual (a) and 

mean seasonal (b) precipitation changes.  

 Filled circles denote areas where 100% of the models agreed on statistical significance of the mean annual (a) and mean 

seasonal (b) precipitation changes. 

a 

b 

Annual 
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1.3 Conclusions and summary 

This study provided for a comprehensive assessment of multi-model ensemble projections 

referred to the end-21st century. The study area investigated roughly cover Italian peninsula 

and climate variable considered are daily mean, minimum, maximum temperature and daily 

cumulated precipitation. Simulations are provided by a six-multi model ensemble run in the 

context of European project ENSEMBLES. Analysis have been conducted over climate 

change signal affecting mean values and tails of distribution as well. Climate change signal 

was derived as the difference of a statistic characterizing a future (2061-2090) and a past 

reference period (1961-1990). Moreover, seasonal inter-annual variability affecting mean 

temperature and mean cumulated precipitation has been assessed. Adopting a multi-model 

ensemble approach the robustness and uncertainties of reported climate projection has been 

assessed through two metrics evaluating the level of inter-model agreement over sign and 

significance of climate change signal resulted. To provide a basic idea of the performance of 

climate models employed, three statistical metrics were initially performed to evaluate the 

capability of each ensemble member to reproduce recent past observed temperature and 

precipitation annual cycle over representative stations.  

Regarding temperature, distribution and magnitude of the mean, minimum and maximum 

temperatures projected changes agreed with the principal studies conducted for 

Mediterranean, Italy and Alpine region (Giorgi et al. 2004; Lionello et al. 2006; Giorgi and 

Lionello 2008; Coppola and Giorgi 2010; Hertig et al. 2010; Efthymiadis et al. 2011; Gobiet 

et al. 2014). Temperatures are expected to particularly increase in summer on the mean 

values but even more over distribution tails. Generally, in winter, a minor increase of 

temperature resulted. Specifically for winter season, signal standed out over Alpine region 

where the lack of albedo-effect provokes severe warming of cold and very cold temperature 

values.  

Precipitation results showed relevant seasonal and latitudinal varying signal in response 

of changes in large-scale circulations and atmospheric moisture holding capacity. The 

latitudinal gradient is particular evident during winter season where a dipolar anomaly 

pattern resulted. Only over north Italy wetter winters up to ~ 20% are expected , in response 

of the increased Atlantic storm track activity (Giorgi et al. 2004; Giorgi and Coppola 2007). 

Conversely, a precipitation decrease projected over southern Italy. In winter season 

precipitation changes, show a transition signal over central Italy. Summer season showed a 
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widespread relevant decrease with a peak down to -30% over central and south Italy. To 

lesser extent, also spring season has resulted affected by drier conditions down to -20% over 

the entire domain. However, the relevance of such springtime precipitation decrease should 

not be underestimated. Several studies underline as springtime soil moisture and temperature 

can trigger soil-atmosphere feedbacks, potentially exacerbating drought conditions during 

following summer season (Seneviratne et al. 2006; Fischer et al. 2007; Seneviratne et al. 

2010; Heinrich and Gobiet 2012). Follows a summary of the results obtained in this first 

chapter. 

 

1.3.1 Temperature 

• Climate models evaluation: multi-model ensemble well performed on the 

reproduction of reference period temperature. For the representative Marche region 

coast and hill stations, monthly mean bias (negative) does not exceed 1 °C. Over 

mountain sector, simulations underestimated observed vales of about 2 °C in all 

seasons except for summer season.  

• Climate change signal: Mean summer temperature resulted the most affected season 

by larger and spatially homogeneous temperature increase up to + 5 °C over its 95th 

percentile. Spatial patterns indicated Alps as the most affected area by increase in 

low temperature (5th percentile) during winter season up to + 5 °C.  

Minimum temperature: summer season (and winter only for Alps) is the season 

showing higher expected change (+ 4.5 °C). It is interesting to note how signal 

affecting the mean value of the variable is different from that affecting left tail of 

distribution (5th percentile, cold extreme). Change signal up to +5.5-6.0 °C 

characterized the entire alpine region during autumn and winter seasons and to lesser 

extent spring season. 

Maximum temperature: homogeneous change signal over Italy land points 

between +4 to 5 °C in summer season (up to 5.5 °C for the 95th percentile). Signal 

presents similar spatial pattern and magnitude of the mean temperature. 

Change signal related to the inter-seasonal variability roughly follows mean value 

changes. Summer season resulted the season with the larger increase in future inter-

seasonal oscillation (up to 25%).  Least increase resulted in winter, where over the 

northern Italy is expected a negative signal (~ -10%).  
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• Inter-model agreement: multi-models ensemble members showed total statistical 

significance agreement over the aforementioned mean temperature changes. 

 

1.3.2 Precipitation 

• Climate models evaluation: Multi-model ensemble well reproduce precipitation 

annual cycle over coast and hill stations with negligible bias. A decrease of model 

performances was resulted over complex-terrain station with an underestimation of 

observed mean precipitation in autumn months (≈ 3 mm). 

• Climate change signal: mean seasonal precipitation showed a general decrease in 

summer down to -30% over central and southern Italian peninsula while a dipolar 

latitudinal signal pattern resulted in winter (positive north 45°N and negative south 

of 42°N ). Extreme precipitation events are expected increasing in all the season 

except for summer season, following fine-scale pattern in response of mountain 

systems and coastline morphology forcing. For such events, high resolution 

simulations would be necessary in order to better reproduce for example orography 

induced convective precipitation.  

Stronger precipitation inter-annual variability is expected, especially in summer 

season (up to 50%). Latitudinal winter inter-seasonal variability gradient is resulted 

with a slight negative signal over Alps that progressively fade into positive signal 

over the south of Italy.  

• Inter-model agreement: Good inter-model agreement over significant wetter 

conditions over northern areas (mainly in winter) and over the widespread and severe 

summer drying signal characterizing the entire study area land points. Conversely, 

especially in autumn and winter seasons, the signal over central part of Italian 

peninsula resulted uncertain without consistent inter-model agreement.  
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2. Bias correction of ENSEMBLES climate 

projections  
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2.1 Datasets and methodology 

 

2.1.1 Observational datasets and study Area 

Observed datasets are provided by the 10th 

version of the European daily high resolution 

gridded data set EOBS (Haylock et al. 2008). 

This dataset provides land-only daily high-

resolution gridded dataset for precipitation, 

minimum, maximum and mean surface 

temperature, and sea-level pressure from 1950 

to 2013 covering the entire European 

continent. Here, we make use of daily mean 

surface temperature and daily-cumulated 

precipitation from 1971 to 2000 over an area 

roughly covering Italian peninsula with a 25 km 

horizontal resolution (figure 2.1).  

Interpolated data sets provides spatial-homogeneous estimates of climate variables at 

locations far away from observational stations, allowing local climatological analysis over 

data-sparse regions. Other benefit, regards their employment in the validation of regional 

climate models outputs, in the context of climate change studies. A very popular approach 

consists on the direct comparison of the simulations and the interpolated observations since 

indicative of processes at the same spatial scale. By construction, models have generally 

expected to better represent area averaged processes rather than at point-scale. Therefore, the 

best estimate average of the grid square observation is often regarded as most appropriate 

observational basis for climate models validation and bias-correction phases.  Finally, the 

absence of spatial resolution mismatch between observation and simulations prevent 

interpolation procedure that could represent a high computing sources demanding step. On 

the other hand, quality of gridded data sets largely depends on the spatial density of stations 

within each grid cell being subjected to interpolation. Remote-mountainous areas with a low 

observational stations spatial density, general provide lower quality data, since the 

interpolation operated over greater distances with highly diversified morphological 

 Figure 2.1. Study area geographical domain. 

Observed and simulated datasets are provided at each 

grid-node. 
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conditions. Even for extreme events, that generally has station-scale nature, an area-averaged 

representation could soften this pick values especially for convective intense precipitation.  

 

2.1.2 Climate simulations 

Climate simulations employed in this section are the same of the previous section 

(chapter-1) and are summarized in table 2.1. 

  

 

Institute RCM Driving GCM Resolution Period SRES Variable 

DMI HIRHAM5 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1971-2090 A1B tas; pr 

KNMI RACMO2.1 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1971-2090 A1B tas; pr 

MPI REMO5.7 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1971-2090 A1B tas; pr 

SMHI RCA3.0 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1971-2090 A1B tas; pr 

CNRM Aladin ARPEGE_RM5.1 25 km 1971-2090 A1B tas; pr 

ICTP RegCM3 ECHAM5-r3 25 km 1971-2090 A1B tas; pr 

Table 2.1. List of climate models employed 

 

This section relies on the climate simulations provided by an ensemble of six regional 

climate models run in the context of European project ENSEMBLES (van der Lindend and 

Mitchell 2009). As reported in table 2.1, the six regional climate models are driven by the 

same global climate model (ECHAM5-r3) but the Aladin model, driven by the global climate 

model ARPEGE. The characteristics of the driving global climate represent crucial factor for 

the regional climate model behavior. Boundary conditions and general dynamics 

interpretation have provided by the driving global model and processes misrepresentation in 

the large-scale could be directly inherited (if not amplified) in the regional climate models. 

Therefore, the large spectrum of future climate uncertainties would be better addressed 

considering regional models driven by a as wider as possible number of global models.  

For each climate model have been extracted two runs, one referred to the historical period 

(1971-2000) and one for a future time segment (2061-2090) for both daily mean surface 

temperature and daily cumulated precipitation. The emission boundary conditions of climate 

simulations are provided by the intermediate IPCC A1B emission scenario (Nakicenovic and 

Swart 2000). It allows assessing the response of climate system to an atmospheric 
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greenhouse gasses concentration resulting from an intermediate emission scenario. The 

emission scenario is derived as a function of a certain evolution of political socio-economic 

and ecological parameters determining precise chemical composition of the atmosphere. All 

the climate models employed have been interpolated on a common regular grid with 

horizontal resolution of 25 km. Originally, all the climate models had a same-resolution grid, 

but a sub-set adopted a rotated instead a regular grid. For this reason, an interpolation over a 

regular common grid have been necessary. Once interpolated, on a common grid the two 

time segments have been arithmetically averaged grid-node by grid-node to obtain the multi-

model ensemble simulations. Then, the two temporal segments have been employed to 

compute seasonal climate change signal.  

Finally, each ensemble member’s reference and future runs, have been subjected to a 

statistical bias correction and a bias-corrected multi-model ensemble has been performed to 

compute a bias-corrected climate change signal. 

 

2.1.3 Methodology: Quantile Mapping bias correction – theory and 

application 

Temperature and precipitation reference and future runs of each ensemble member has 

been post-processed using an empirical statistical quantile mapping method (Deque 2007; 

Themeßl et al. 2011a). In principle, statistical bias correction methodologies act on model 

outputs so the statistical properties of the corrected data match those of observation (Haerter 

et al. 2011). Quantile mapping bias correction technique consists on a correction function 

built on the relationship between the statistical distribution of the observed and simulated 

variable over a common period (preferably >= 30 years accounting for natural climate inter-

annual variability). Empirical quantile mapping approach was first propose by Panofsky and 

Brier (1968) and applied in several study aiming to bias correct and to downscale climate 

model simulations in the context of hydrological applications (Boé et al. 2007; Deque 2007; 

Themeßl et al. 2011a). The concept behind the quantile-mapping bias correction technique 

is to derive a correction function from the mismatch of the statistical distribution of observed 

and simulated time series at each specific quantile. Then, the correction function is applied 

to the physical simulated values, representing the mathematical operation that have to be 

performed on each simulated quantile to obtain the corresponding observed quantile 

(Gennaretti et al. 2015). More in details, a scaling factor is derived by the difference (for 

temperature) or ratio (for precipitation) of each observed and simulated statistical 
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distribution quantile. The scaling factor is then linearly interpolated to the query points 

corresponding to the physical values of the simulated time series. Resulting correction 

function is applied to the simulated values with an addition (temperature) or a multiplication 

(precipitation) of the physical values of the reference and future period simulations. The term 

“physical values” indicates that the correction function is applied to the individual physical 

simulated value instead to the statistic that this value represents within the time series (e.g. 

95th percentile). The difference of applying correction function to the physical value instead 

to the statistical role played by that individual value within the considered time series is easy 

to understand through this example: imagine correcting a simulated temperature of 13 °C of 

July 16 1983 within the time series 1979-2002. Comparing this simulated value to the same 

day observed temperature the bias is of -1 °C (observed value = 14 °C). To correct the 

simulated value we have to add 1 °C to get the observed value of 14 °C. If now, we have to 

correct the same-day simulated temperature but within a different-length time series (1979-

2010), this bias should be corrected, by definition, with same correction factor of +1 °C 

(physical coherence). Applying the correction factor to the statistic assumed by the simulated 

value within the considered time series. According to this latter principle, the same 

temperature value in two different-length time series will represent a different statistic (e.g. 

13 °C would represent the 95th percentile in the first and 98th percentile in the second). 

Consequently, the same value (affected by the same bias) will be differently corrected in the 

two time series and this is not physically coherent.  

According to the physical approach, the correction function calibrated along a common 

time segment between simulation and observation, and applied to the reference and future 

period simulations. By construction, correction of the reference period will produce a 

simulated time series having a statistical distribution equal to the observed distribution. In 

this way, the correction is able to correct bias related to the physical simulated values and 

variability as well. Considering the correction of the future time segment, it would require 

an extrapolation of the correction values in the case that the future period contains values not 

present in the reference simulation used for calibrating the correction function. For this 

reason, we constantly extrapolated correction function values at the lowest and highest 

quantiles of the calibration period. For example, if the last quantile of temperature in the 

present climate simulation is corrected by 1.8 °C all the superior values in the climate 

scenario will be corrected with the same correction factor (Boé et al. 2007). 
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Quantile mapping application can affect the original climate change signal. The effect of 

quantile mapping application has been investigated in several other studies (Hagemann et al. 

2011; Themeßl et al. 2011a; Dosio et al. 2012; Casati et al. 2013; Gobiet et al. 2015) and 

will in deep investigated in the next section. Haerter et al. (2011), in the case of a bias 

correction involving normal-distributed climate variable, found that quantile mapping 

stretched the original climate change signal equivalent to the ratio of the observed and 

simulated standard deviations (σobs / σsim). For example bias correction could affects climate 

change signal in the case of low precipitation or temperature are differently corrected as high 

amounts (due to different model bias in the reference and future period) or if the distribution 

between low and high values changes in a future climate (Hagemann et al. 2011).  

However, it is important to note that quantile mapping correction relies on the assumption 

of time-invariant error and does not correct the temporal auto-correlation properties of the 

series (Deque 2007). Quantile mapping intends that relationships between observation and 

simulation will be preserved even in the future. If model errors is caused by physical 

processes misrepresentation (e.g. overestimation of high summer temperature due to a poor 

soil-atmosphere feedback representation), it is plausible that this kind of inability will be 

kept even in the representation of the future climate. Therefore, physical inconsistencies 

seem to play a major role on determining climate model bias (Seneviratne et al. 2006; Boberg 

and Christensen 2012) compared, for instance, to the changes in greenhouse gasses 

concentration that determine climate change signal magnitude. It is expected that the 

misrepresentation of physical process characterizing present climate will be misrepresented 

also in the future climate, with similar bias in correspondence of similar conditions (Casati 

et al. 2013). On the other hand, quantile mapping cannot correct bias associated with new 

physical mechanisms not observed in the past-present climate (Casati et al. 2013). Finally, 

Maraun (2012), using a set of the same regional climate models employed in this section 

over Europe, found that biases in general are stable, such that bias correction on average 

improves scenarios for climate impact studies.  

In figure 2.2, principal methodological steps of the bias correction technique are reported. 

The first two panels show the two numerical grids providing observations and simulations. 

For exemplificative reason the procedure for only one regional climate model, one season 

(Autumn), one variable (temperature) and one grid cell time series has been shown (red dots, 

figure 2.2 – panels a and b). The two grids have the same horizontal resolution of 25 km. 

The panel c reports the quantile-quantile plot, built on the match of ranked reference period 
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(1971-2000) temperature observation and simulation. Quantile-quantile plot consists on the 

comparison of the two ranked data sets providing the different mismatch (error or bias) 

magnitude along the entire statistical distribution. Moreover, the variance mismatch between 

observation and simulation is indicated by the slope over the diagonal x = y. The area 

between the x = y diagonal and quantile-quantile line also defines the correction function 

applied to the simulation. Panel d represents the value of the correction function at each 

simulated quantile and consists on the values that must be added (temperature) or multiplied 

(precipitation) to obtain the corresponding observed quantile. This correction function has 

been interpolated to the query points represented by the physical values of the simulated time 

series (panel e) to obtain the bias corrected time series (panel f). Panel g reports the observed 

time series to quantify the improvement of the corrected simulation versus the original one. 

Means and standard deviations are reported to facilitate the evaluation. Actually, the resulted 

perfect correspondence between corrected and observed time series is not surprising, since 

the correction function has built over the same time segment (calibration period 1971-2000).  
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Simulation grid Observation grid 

 Figure 2.2. Quantile mapping methodological steps. Panels a and b display numerical grids providing 

simulated and observed time series. Datasets used in this figure belong to two exemplificative grid nodes 

indicated with red dots. Panel c reports the observation vs. simulation quantile-quantile plot. Quantile-specific 

correction function is reported in panel d. Panels e, f and g report respectively original simulation, bias-

corrected simulation and observation. In panels e f and g green and purple lines indicate relative mean and 

standard deviation. 

a b 

c d 

e f 

g 
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2.2 Results - effect of bias correction on the climate 

change signal 

 

2.2.1 Temperature 

In figure 2.3, top-down on the left column, observation (1971-2000), reference period 

simulation (1971-2000), end-21st century simulation (2061-2090) and related climate change 

signal for the mean summer (June-July-August) temperature original ensemble simulation 

have reported. The right column follows the same structure but reporting bias corrected 

ensemble results. Comparing reference period simulation and observation, ensemble mean 

simulation well reproduced observed temperature climatology. Moderate bias (≈ 1 °C) are, 

not surprising, localized in correspondence of Alps. Reproduction of atmospheric dynamics 

over such complex orography still represents a well-known limit even in the newest 

generation of regional climate models. In the bias corrected runs, it is noteworthy how bias 

is successfully removed. For the future period, original and corrected simulations present a 

consistent increase of temperature (≈ 4-5 °C) reported in the lower-end panels. The focus of 

this section is devoted to assess discrepancies between the original and bias corrected climate 

change signal. In fact, this is the most relevant aspect for climate impact studies since directly 

relying on climate model results to assess the response, of different systems, to the changes 

in climate conditions. In the lower panels of figure 2.3, direct comparison between original 

and bias-corrected climate change signal has reported. Bias correction produces a dampening 

of the signal, over coastal and plain areas of about 0.8 °C. In Alpine and Apennine areas 

signal is mainly conserved, highlighting a signal elevation-dependency introduced by the 

statistical adjustment. This dampening of summer temperature signal also resulted in other 

studies (Themeßl et al. 2011a; Dosio et al. 2012; Boberg and Christensen 2012) concerning 

Mediterranean basin. In these studies, has been found an intensity-dependence of the climate 

model errors. Especially in Mediterranean basin and southeast Europe, climate simulations 

have often demonstrated a warm-summer temperature overestimation as a function of the 

observed temperature. Even the magnitude of signal reduction is close to what observed in 

Christensen et al. (2008), which following a different statistical approach, obtained bias 

correction of 0.8 °C  in the whole Mediterranean sub-region. From a model physics point of 

view, the inflated warming signal, has mainly expected from a misrepresentation of the 
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complex feedback between soil (especially in prolonged drought condition) and atmosphere 

(Seneviratne et al. 2006).  

Figure 2.4, reports original and bias corrected ensemble simulations of the summer 

temperature 95th percentile. Through a comparison with observation (upper panels) original 

ensemble simulation, well reproduce the observed temperature with a moderate 

overestimation (positive bias) over the eastern part of study area. Slight underestimation of 

≈ 1 °C, over the Apennines chain. Bias are successfully removed in the bias corrected 

simulation run. As seen for the mean seasonal value, change signal of coastal and plain areas 

in reduced from ≈ 4 to ≈ 3 °C by the bias correction application. Conversely, in the 

mountainous and most southern areas, the corrected signal resulted amplified, especially in 

the Alpine region, where the signal is scattered strengthen from 4-4.5 °C up to 6 °C. 

However, results from the 95th percentile have to be considered with greater caution than 

those referred to the mean value. The right part of distribution has by definition considered 

the “noisy” portion of statistical distribution of climate variables and subjected to higher 

distortion. Even for what concerns the statistical correction, the tails of distribution represent 

a more complex exercise. For the future period, the correction function involves values that 

have to be extrapolated (with a constant function) for correcting values outside the 

calibration (1971-2000) period range. In the context of high percentile analysis uncertainties 

pertain also to the gridded observational datasets. EOBS data are the result of an interpolation 

of gauge stations within the same grid cell. Areas with complex terrain characterized by 

lower stations density provide in general a data of lower quality especially over high 

percentiles. Therefore, correction function could result in such orographic contexts poor, 

affecting the bias correction effect over the high-percentile climate change signal.  
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 Figure 2.3. Summer mean surface temperature simulated by the original multi-model ensemble (left column) 

and bias-corrected (B.C.) runs (right column). From top to bottom: observed E-OBS reference period 

climatology (1971-2000), multi-model ensemble mean for the reference period (1971-2000); multi-model 

ensemble mean for the future period (2061-2090); multi-model ensemble mean climate change signal (2061-

2090 minus 1971-2000). Units are C°.   
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 Figure 2.4. Same as figure 2.3 but for the seasonal 95th percentile.  
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Figure 2.5 shows mean winter (December-January-February) temperature observation, 

reference and future ensemble simulations, together with the climate change signal. As in 

the previous figures on the left column original simulations and on the right column bias-

corrected ensemble simulations are reported. Original ensemble simulation well reproduced 

the observation but an underestimation over Tirrenian coast and alpine region is resulted. 

Bias has successfully removed in the corrected runs. Original climate change signal ranging 

from 2.5 to 3 °C is slightly dampened over coastal and plain areas within Italian peninsula, 

in general less than 0.5 °C. Over European continental areas signal is slightly strengthen of 

about 0.3 – 0.5 °C. The patterns of bias correction effect on the change signal resemble those 

seen in summer season. The dampening of the winter season signal is of minor magnitude, 

probably related to the minor signal affecting winter temperature. For the 95th percentile of 

winter season temperature (figure 2.6) climate model ensemble shows a cold bias over Alps 

removed in the bias corrected simulation. Here, bias correction effect over the climate change 

signal consists on a scattered strengthen of the signal of about 1 °C over the majority of study 

area. Specifically considering Italian peninsula, some similarities could be found on the 

spatial pattern characterizing effect of bias correction over mean summer signal (dampening) 

and winter 95th percentile signal (strengthen).      

Commenting obtained results, alteration of the temperature signal is currently debated, 

since knowledge about the influence over climate change signal is still limited. The effect of 

the quantile mapping bias correction over the climate change signal has been analytically 

described in Gobiet et al. 2015. Gobiet and colleagues argue how the quantile mapping effect 

over the change signal derive by the correction of the intensity-dependence of model error 

and such modification should be therefore considered as an improvement of the signal 

quality. It is important to keep in mind that all the considerations over the effect of quantile 

mapping on the climate change signal rely on the assumption of the time-invariant model 

error characteristic. Another relevant aspect of the results in figure 2.3 is the introduction of 

an elevation-dependency of signal. This would be consistent with the consideration of Giorgi 

et al. 1997 and Kotlarski et al. 2012 where an elevation dependency of current and projected 

climate change signal has been demonstrated. However, considering the quantile mapping 

“statistical nature” namely that does not act on the physics of climate models makes this 

hypothesis remote. According to the above cited intensity dependency, model errors would 
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be deduced a minor correction magnitude in mountainous areas, where model grid point 

simulate lower temperature values. However, this aspect deserve further analysis. 

  

Figure 2.5. Same as figure 2.3 but for mean winter season temperature 
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 Figure 2.6. Same as figure 2.5 but for the seasonal 95th percentile. 
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2.2.2 Precipitation 

In figure 2.7, results for summer precipitation are displayed. Original multi-model 

ensemble noticeably overestimates precipitation over western Alps and northern part of 

Italian peninsula. Observation shows how higher precipitation characterizing Alps central 

and eastern sectors. Simulation resulted not able to accurately reproduce precipitation 

distribution spatial pattern over Alps complex orography. It is noteworthy how bias are 

shaped by a clear model orography misrepresentation. Spatial pattern of precipitation bias 

was somehow expected especially for summer precipitation, mainly generated by convective 

phenomena. Detection of such occurrences would require very high climate model horizontal 

and vertical resolution able to catch complex uplift motion of air masses in function of the 

orography. Original simulation indeed homogenously distribute precipitation in the entire 

Alps chain. In the bias corrected reference period simulation, bias are successfully removed 

and the spatial pattern of higher precipitation are properly represented. This effect on the 

simulation does not affect climate change signal. Indeed, a general preservation of the severe 

negative signal (down to -30 %) covering most of the domain has resulted. Latitudinal 

gradient such as the main magnitude of the signal is preserved. A slight strengthening of the 

negative signal over western and the southernmost part of the study is resulted. Similar 

pattern resulted for the assessment of the 95th percentile of the summer season precipitation 

(figure 2.8). For the same reason bias spatial pattern resembles that seen for the mean 

seasonal values and the effect of bias correction on the climate change signal as well. Signal 

latitudinal gradient is mainly conserved after bias correction; noteworthy is the slight 

strengthening of the negative signal affecting the southernmost areas.    
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 Figure 2.7. Summer mean daily cumulated precipitation simulated by the original multi-model ensemble (left 

column) and bias-corrected (B.C.) runs (right column). From top to bottom: observed E-OBS reference period 

climatology (1971-2000), multi-model ensemble mean for the reference period (1971-2000); multi-model 

ensemble mean for the future period (2061-2090); multi-model ensemble mean climate change signal (2061-2090 

minus 1971-2000). Units are mm except for two bottom panels expressed in percentage [% ]. 
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10 report respectively mean and 95th percentile of winter daily-

cumulated precipitation. It is interesting to note very large wet bias (overestimation) of 

winter precipitation performed by the original multi-model ensemble. Western side of the 

 Figure 2.8. As for figure 2.7 but for seasonal 95th percentile.  
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major mountain chains shows greatest bias value up to ≈ + 4 mm/day representing a 

percentage around 70%. Again, major bias have found over complex-orography terrain. 

Moreover, bias spatial pattern depicts an apparent overestimation of zonal storm track flow 

affecting the mountain western upwind side producing wetter condition than observed. These 

relevant biases are removed in the corrected simulation run providing a correct spatial pattern 

distribution of winter mean precipitation. Related climate change signal resulted not affected 

by the bias correction. Strong latitudinal gradient (positive signal in the north and negative 

in the south) and the general magnitude of the changes are preserved. In figure 2.10 are 

reported results for the 95th percentile of winter precipitation. Original simulation shows 

similar pattern of precipitation overestimation resulted for the mean value. The bias are again 

spatially centered on mountain territories, but mainly in the southern side of Alps. This effect 

could result from the misrepresentation of orography air-uplift producing intense 

precipitation during meridional low-level wind regime. Also for the 95th percentile, bias 

correction application does not alter the original climate change signal spatial pattern and 

magnitude. Differently from temperature, not direct relation between the observed value and 

corresponding simulation biases has been identified; as resulted in Christensen et al. (2008). 

 Precipitation variable represents a challenging signal detection and bias correction 

exercise. For what concerns the former, derivation of a clear and statistical significant signal 

has complicated by the low signal to noise ratio given by the precipitation intrinsic inter-

annual variability. In addition, also bias correction represents a challenging exercise, given 

the asymmetry (no negative values) in empirical cumulative distribution of the variable. In 

addition to the adjustment of the statistical properties of precipitation events, even the 

frequency of the dry-wet days have to be treated. Given the well-known “drizzle effect” (too 

much days with very low precipitation events e.g. <= 0.1 mm/day instead of dry conditions), 

which could distort precipitation distribution, a preventive an RCM-specific precipitation 

threshold should be introduced before to define the correction function; as proposed by 

Teutschbein and Seibert 2012.  
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 Figure 2.9. As for figure 2.7 but for winter season.  
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 Figure 2.10. As in figure 2.9 but for the seasonal 95th percentile.  
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2.3 Conclusions and final remarks 

In this section a statistical bias correction technique (empirical quantile mapping) was 

applied to a set of high-resolution climate change simulations over a domain roughly cover 

Italian peninsula. Impact of bias correction on the climate change signal referred to the 

ending part of 21st century for temperature and precipitation (mean and 95th percentile 

values) was analyzed. Connected with the previous first chapter, here particular attention 

was devoted to the analysis of discrepancies between original and bias-corrected ensemble 

mean climate change signal. Results would be discerned according to the different effect of 

statistical bias correction over temperature and precipitation signals. For temperature, bias 

corrected results showed a general reduction of the temperature signal compared to the 

original multi-model ensemble simulations (≈ 0.8 °C in summer and ≈ 0.5 in winter). This 

was detected only over plain and coastal areas differently by mountainous territories where 

the signal is preserved or locally increased. As impact models response are heavily dependent 

over mean and especially extreme events the analysis has repeated for the 95th percentile of 

the seasonal temperature distribution. The signal related the right tail of temperature 

distribution is higher than for the mean value. However, the effect of bias correction in both 

cases introduced a signal elevation-dependency since reduction of the signal only in plain 

and coastal areas resulted. Differently from the mean, over the 95th percentile the signal is in 

same case scattered strengthened especially in summer over mountainous areas. About 

precipitation we observed that bias correction do not alter the general magnitude of the 

climate change signal nor the spatial pattern. What is to underline is the relevant winter 

precipitation overestimation operated by the original multi-model ensemble simulation and 

how this bias was successfully removed by the bias correction application. This fact is not 

surprising since the correction function is built over the same thirty-year time slice and, by 

construction, the simulated distribution is mapped into the observed.  At the end of the 21st 

century, the ensemble of simulation showed an enlargement of area characterized by positive 

95th percentile signal indicating an increase of heavy-precipitation intensity. Bias correction 

does not alter severe-precipitation change signal. Only a slight strengthen of the negative 

signal over southernmost part of study area is resulted. It must be taken into account that bias 

correction techniques, not only empirical but also parametric methods (Piani et al. 2009; 

Piani et al. 2010), assume that the correction function remains constant between present and 

future climate. This assumption relies on the fact that bias does not depend by the forcing 
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level (e.g. atmospheric CO2 concentration) but by the individual systematic distortion of the 

regional climate model and relative driving global climate model. Bias would be indeed 

considered constant or at least generated by the same misconception in the reference and 

future period as well. Repercussions of these concepts are considered in the next chapter 

where the bias correction effects are assessed also over a recent-past time segment not used 

in the calibration of the correction function. This give us a basic idea of the capability of 

quantile mapping of correcting a future time segment. Main outcome and motivation of this 

section is to develop a bias-corrected datasets (joined to an implicit performance evaluation) 

of a multi-model ensemble runs for climate impact model community, still not existing for 

Italian peninsula. Hagemann et al. (2011) highlights that in some world’s region, the impact 

of the bias correction on the climate change signal may be larger than the signal itself, thereby 

identifying another level of uncertainty comparable in magnitude to the choice of climate 

model. Our results are not assignable to this latter statement. For the temperature the effect 

of bias correction is resulted connected to an intensity-dependency of model error found in 

several studies (Christensen et al. 2008; Themeßl et al. 2011a; Boberg and Christensen 

2012). Following the analytical demonstration in Gobiet et al. (2015), quantile mapping is 

able to limit this dependency improving the quality of climate change signal. For 

precipitation, bias correction does not affect spatial pattern and magnitude of summer and 

winter climate change signal. Nevertheless, knowledge of the effect of bias correction effect 

on the climate change signal is still in their infancy. For this reason was chosen to provide 

both original and corrected climate change signal.    
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3.1 Datasets and methodology 

 

3.1.1 Observational datasets  

In this chapter, 21 temperature and 9 precipitation Marche region observational stations 

were considered as geographical reference for extracting climate simulations. Observational 

datasets are provided by Marche region “Centro Funzionale della Protezione Civile”. Within 

this set, a subset of 8 stations has been chosen as representative (table 3.1). This subset 

provides on the one hand adequate temporal homogeneous datasets during the period 1970-

2010, on the other hand a geographical distribution allowing to properly represent the two 

principal climatic sectors of Marche region. 4 stations are located along the coast or in valleys 

not far from the sea. The other 4 stations, are located at least 40 km far from the coast and 

represent a hill or high-hill/mountain elevation. However, only Camerino station could be 

considered as representative for mountain climate being the only station slightly over the 

limit of 600 m a.s.l., which, at this latitude, marks the border elevation between hill and 

mountain. In the context of climate scenario definition, observational datasets act as:  

- Reference basis for validating original climate model simulations over a reference 

period (1971-2000). 

- Reference basis to calibrate the correction function built from the quantile-quantile 

disagreement between observed and simulated datasets (1971-2000).  

- Evaluation basis for bias-corrected simulations testing improvements when 

correction is applied over a period not used in the calibration phase (2001-2010).  

Climatic sector Stations Altitude (m) Latitude (N) Longitude (E) Variable 

Coast-valley  

 

Ancona 

Jesi 

Pesaro 

Senigallia 

6 

96 

11 

6 

43°36'35" 

43°31'27" 

43°54'45" 

43°42'58'' 

13°27'13" 

13°14'48" 

12°54'38" 

13°12'31'' 

tas/pr 

tas/pr 

tas/pr 

pr 

 

Hill-mountain  

Amandola 

AscoliPiceno 

Camerino 

Urbino 

478 

136 

670 

451 

42°58'41'' 

42°51'30" 

43°80′25″  

43°43'30" 

12°21'16'' 

13°35'43" 

13°40′80″ 

12°38'08" 

pr 

tas/pr 

tas 

tas/pr 

Table 3.1. Reference stations providing homogeneous time series 1971-2010 used as basis for climate simulations 

statistical correction. Amandola and Senigallia provided only for precipitation time series and Camerino only 

temperature. 
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3.1.2 Climate model simulations 

To define future local climate scenario, a three high-resolution multi-model ensemble was 

employed. Climate models have been established for Europe geographical domain within the 

World Climate Research Program Regional Downscaling Experiment (EURO-CORDEX) 

initiative (Jacob et al. 2013). From the entire set of 11 regional climate models run in the 

context of EURO-CORDEX project, a subset of 4 models was considered covering time 

segment 1971-2090. With a dedicated function, climate simulations were extracted from the 

nearest grid-point to the observational stations as reported in figure 3.1.  

 Compared to the climate simulations run in the ENSEMBLES projects (van der Lindend 

and Mitchell 2009), two relevant developments regarding higher horizontal resolution and 

new radiative forcing boundary conditions are introduced. Concerning horizontal resolution, 

EURO-CORDEX simulations here considered shared a resolution of 12.5 km instead of 25 

km characterizing ENSEMBLES climate simulations. At least in principle, higher resolution 

allows a better interpretation of local climatology dynamics. For instance, soil-atmosphere 

interaction and mutual feedbacks, local orography convective processes and cloud 

composition would be better represented on a finer resolution grid. However, not 

systematically higher resolution means better climate model simulations (Bellprat et al. 

2013; Jacob et al. 2013; Jacob and Preuschmann 2014; Kotlarski et al. 2014; Smith et al. 

2014; Maraun et al. 2015) since sub-grid processes parameterization and global model 

driving fields quality remain essential. The radiative forcing boundary conditions represent 

the second novelty of CORDEX project. In this experiment, future simulation segments 

consider the new Representative Pathway Concentration RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Differently 

from SRES scenarios, (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000) RCPs do not specify socio-economic 

scenario, but assumes pathways to different target radiative forcing at the end of 21st century  

(Moss et al. 2010; Thomson et al. 2011; Riahi et al. 2011; Jacob et al. 2013). The RCP4.5 

and RCP8.5 consider an increase of radiative forcing of 4.5 W/m2 and 8.5 W/m2 by the end 

of 21st century relative to the pre-industrial conditions. Representative Concentration 

Pathway 4.5 is a scenario of long-term, global emission of greenhouse gases, short live 

species, land-use-land-cover according to policies for achieving goal of limiting emissions 

and consequential radiative forcing which stabilizes radiative forcing (+4.5 W/m2) by the 

2100 (Thomson et al. 2011). Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 assumes high 

demographical and economic growth, coupled to modest technological change and energy 

intensity improvements and absence of decisive mitigation policies. These assumptions lead 
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to an increase of radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m2 relative to the pre-industrial conditions (Riahi 

et al. 2011). Follows a resuming table with regional climate models providing climate 

simulations. 

  

Institute RCM 
Driving 
GCM 

Resolution 
(km) 

Period RCP Variable 

SMHI RCA4 EC-EARTH 12.5 km 1971-2090 4.5/8.5 tas; pr 

KNMI RACMO22E EC-EARTH 12.5 km 1971-2090 4.5/8.5 tas, pr 

CLMcom CCLM4 CM5 12.5 km 1971-2090 4.5/8.5 tas 

DMI HIRAM5 EC-EARTH 12.5 km 1971-2090 4.5/8.5 pr 

Table 3.2. Regional climate models employed in the local experiment. 

  

  

Figure 3.1. Geographical distribution of temperature (left) and precipitation (right) grid nodes 

providing simulations. They represent the nearest grid points to the observational stations. 

Model grid is overlaid to the orography of a representative climate model (RCA4). (For 

temperature, in two cases, two observational weather stations are so close that fall within the 

same grid-cell). 

m a.s.l. m a.s.l. 
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3.1.3 Methodology: Bias correction and downscaling of climate simulations  

It is well known that climate model outputs cannot be directly used as inputs in impact 

models without some previous post-processing, aimed to reduce systematic errors (Wood et 

al. 2004; Boé et al. 2007; Mpelasoka and Chiew 2009; Maraun et al. 2010; Hagemann et al. 

2011; Themeßl et al. 2011b; Themeßl et al. 2011a; Dosio et al. 2012; Ehret et al. 2012; 

Gudmundsson et al. 2012; Thrasher et al. 2012; Hoffmann and Rath 2012; Maraun 2013; 

Maurer and Pierce 2014; Smith et al. 2014). Bias correction are techniques identified to 

reduce model errors making climate model outputs suitable as input in impacts modeling.  

In local climate change studies, where simulated and observed time series spatial-scale 

mismatch exists, bias correction in addition to error reduction is expected to downscale 

climate simulations to station scale. In such context, two main sources determine 

discrepancies between simulated and observed values: systematic climate model error given 

by the physical processes misrepresentation and representativeness error, rising from the 

spatial scale mismatch between observed and simulated datasets. To remedy to the double 

source of model error, post-processing technique here chosen, consists on an empirical 

statistical bias correction defined as quantile mapping (Deque 2007; Themeßl et al. 2011a). 

Amongst several bias correction methodologies quantile mapping has been demonstrated to 

successfully reduce discrepancies between observed and simulated climatic datasets 

(Themeßl et al. 2011b; Teutschbein and Seibert 2012). The basic idea of quantile mapping 

is to describe the discrepancies between the simulated and observed distribution at specific 

quantile during a common, at least thirty-year, and reference (or calibration) time segment. 

Then is derived a correction function that could be though as the arithmetic operation that 

must be performed on each simulated quantile to obtain the corresponding observed value 

(Gennaretti et al. 2015). The correction function was applied to all daily physical values of 

the reference and future simulations. Here the key-concept is matching each point-scale 

observed dataset statistical distribution to the distribution of simulation belonging to the 

nearest grid point. In this approach, an area-averaged simulation is corrected with the 

statistical intensity characterizing a point-scale observation. This particular configuration 

allows combining climate simulations error reduction and the increase of spatial resolution 

(downscaling). 

Technically, the statistical adjustment procedure could be discerned in: (i) correction 

function calibration, (ii) evaluation and (iii) application to a future climate simulation. The 

first phase consists on deriving a correction function from the discrepancies between 
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simulation and observation at specific quantile over a common period (1971-2000). 

Moreover it is possible to inspect how biases are differently distributed along the statistical 

distribution of simulated variables. I fact it is expected that different statistics will be affected 

by different biases. Moreover, biases will differently affect the different models and the 

different stations characterized by different morphology and climate. This phase, gives us a 

basic idea on the models capability of representing a point-scale climatology. Once derived, 

the correction function is applied over this same time segment obtaining the reference period 

(1971-2000) bias-corrected simulations.  

Evaluation phase consists on applying the correction function over a block of data (2001-

2010) not used in the derivation of the correction function (1971-2000). This phase allows 

inferring the plausibility of correcting a future time segment not involved in the definition of 

the correction function. Finally, the correction function derived in the calibration segment, 

is applied to a future simulation for performing the bias-corrected climate change signal. For 

correcting values present in the future simulation and not in the calibration (outside the 

calibration range), a constant extrapolation at the lowest and highest quantiles of the 

calibration range was used. Bias correction function is built up on daily (monthly or seasonal 

basis) observed and simulated time series. As for the original simulations a multi-model 

ensemble (arithmetic average of all the simulation used) has been performed with the bias-

corrected simulations. Finally, the two (original and bias corrected) ensembles have been 

employed to define a station-wise climate change signal. 

In figure 3.2 quantile mapping calibration main methodological steps are shown. Panels 

a and b report spatial distribution of grid nodes providing simulated datasets (a) and the 

corresponding observational stations (b). Quantile-quantile plot of a representative (Ancona 

station) simulation matched with the corresponding observed time series is shown in panel 

c. Quantile-quantile plot consists on the comparison of the two ranked data sets providing 

the different mismatch (error or bias) magnitude along the entire statistical distribution. 

Moreover, the variance mismatch between observation and simulation is indicated by the 

slope over the diagonal x = y. The area between the x = y axes and quantile-quantile plot line 

also defines the correction function that will be applied to the simulation. Panel d represents 

the value of the correction function at each simulated quantile. This correction function has 

been interpolated to the query points represented by the physical values of the daily simulated 

time series (panel e) obtaining bias-corrected time series (panel f). Panel g reports the 

observed time series to quantify the improvement of the corrected simulation versus the 
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original one. Means and standard deviations (respectively green and purple lines) are 

reported to facilitate the evaluation. Actually, the resulting roughly perfect correspondence 

between corrected and observed time series is not surprising, since the correction function 

has been built over the same time segment (calibration period 1971-2000).   
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Figure 3.2. Correction function calibrations methodological steps. Red crosses in panel a indicate grid 

nodes providing climate simulations (for temperature). Panel b geographical distribution of weather stations 

providing temperature observed time series. Panel c reports the observation vs. simulation quantile-quantile 

plot for the representative station of Ancona. Quantile-specific correction function is reported in panel d. 

Panels e, f and g report respectively original simulation, bias-corrected simulation and observation. In 

panels e f and g green and purple lines indicated relative mean and standard deviation of respectively raw 

simulation, bias-corrected simulation and observation. 

m a.s.l 
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3.1.4 Methodology: Climate change signal 

With original and bias-corrected simulations, a station-wise climate change signal was 

performed according to the following methodologies:  

 

Climate change signal annual cycle 

Consists on assessment of projected monthly means changes over the reference Marche 

region stations. Daily simulations are aggregated on monthly basis for the reference and 

future periods. Then the monthly mean values characterizing reference segment are 

subtracted to the monthly means characterizing future segment.  

 = ( ) − ( )	 ℎ	 = 1 ∶ 12 

 	( ( ) − ( ))( ) ∗ 100 

ℎ	 = 1 ∶ 12 

 

Statistical significance of the monthly mean change signal has been tested through 

Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Wilks, 2011). For this analysis, the correction function is month-

specific, namely singularly calibrated over single month pertaining to calibration time 

segment (1971-2000). Representative results for temperature and precipitation RCP8.5 and 

ending 21st century scenario (2061:2090 – 1971:2000) will be reported.  
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Climate change signal distribution 

To not limit our considerations over climate change signal and effect of the statistical 

adjustment over mean values, assessment of climate change signal affecting the entire 

statistical distribution (original and bias-corrected simulations) has been provided. Here, 

both original and bias-corrected climate variables have been quantile-ranked and the climate 

change signal was computed quantile by quantile. 

  = ( ) − ( ) ℎ	 = 	(1: 99) 
= 	 ( ) − ( )( ) ∗ 100 

	 ℎ	 = 	(1: 99) 
It allows analyzing different signal magnitude over the different statistics (low, middle, 

high percentiles) and the effect of the bias correction as well. Results are reported for two 

different time horizon (middle and end 21st century) according to two emission boundary 

conditions (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5). Correction function is seasonally calibrated for 

temperature and over the entire calibration segment for precipitation. For this latter variable, 

only rainy days have been considered.  

 

Response of local hydrologic cycle to global warming 

One of the major concerns of climate change outcomes refer to alteration of the hydrologic 

cycle given the increase in moisture holding capacity of a warmer atmosphere. To provide a 

comprehensive characterization of expected changes in precipitation a station-wise Hydro-

climatic intensity index (Giorgi et al. 2011) was computed. This index integrates mean 

annual precipitation intensity with mean annual dry spell length, considering the response of 

the two metric deeply interconnected to global warming. It aims to investigate a hypothetic 

acceleration of the hydrologic cycle in a warmer atmosphere. The trend assessed regards the 

period 1971-2100. As the previous analysis, the index was computed with both original and 

bias-corrected precipitation simulations.  

   = 	 ( ) ∗ ( ); 	 ℎ 	 	 	 	 	 	1971	 	2100	 
 = mean annual precipitation intensity during rainy days.  

 = mean annual dry-spell-length. 
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3.2  Results and discussions  

As previously stated in the 3.1.1 section, results here reported refer to stations belonging 

to the 8 representative stations (of coast/valley and hill/mountain sectors). Besides Marche 

region climatic features representativeness, these stations provide time series appropriately 

long to evaluate statistical correction over a time segment not used in the calibration.  

  

3.2.1 Quantile mapping bias correction 

Before directly analyze results, some previous considerations could be helpful for an 

accurate comprehension of temperature and precipitation correction functions calibration 

(sections: 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.3). The quantile-quantile plot on the left panels describe the 

capability of models to reproduce observed variable distribution during the calibration period 

(1971 - 2000). Through this kind of representation, it is possible to infer magnitude of 

discrepancies between simulated and observed values over the entire statistical spectrum. It 

is indeed possible assessing climate models capability on reproducing mean values, extremes 

and variance of the observed local climatology. Variance biases are identified by the slope 

of the quantile-quantile curve over the diagonal (x = y) line. The higher the slope of the 

simulation-observation matching curve, the higher is the underestimation of the observed 

variability. Finally, a perfect correspondence between simulation-observation curve and 

diagonal (x = y) line represent a perfect simulation of observed local climatology. In the 

assessment of results, it is important to take in account that simulations provide an area-

averaged (12.5 km2) climatic data validated against observed data representative for a point-

scale station climatology. Repercussion of spatial-scale mismatch may be particularly 

relevant for the reproduction of distribution-tails events. Indeed, strong atmosphere and soil-

moisture interactions and other physical feedbacks play key role on determining temperature 

and precipitation extremes. These processes, in some cases, are still not completely 

understood or properly parameterized and consequently misrepresented even in the newest 

generation of regional climate models (Christensen et al. 2008; Kotlarski et al. 2014). Even 

adopting very high resolution, models cannot identifying micro-scale processes occurring 

between soil, vegetation and atmosphere that characterize climate particularly in mountain 

areas. Moreover, in a local context a relevant role could be played by the representativeness 

error occurring when an area-averaged simulation attempts to reproduce point-scale 
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climatology. This latter error sources has to be regarded not as an intrinsic model error but 

determined from the gap between grid box and point scale.  

 

3.2.1.1 Correction function calibration – Temperature 

In figure 3.3 is reported calibration of the quantile mapping correction for Ancona, 

representative station for coastal area climatology. Given the small number of ensemble 

members used in the local experiment, calibration results for all the three models have 

analyzed. In fact, adopting an arithmetic-averaged ensemble approach, results from the 

individual members may greatly affect the overall ensemble simulation. Concerning the 

coastal representative station, the best simulation has provided by CCLM4 model with an 

annual mean temperature of 13.9 °C against an observed of 15.5 °C. A moderate 

underestimation ≈ 2.5 °C affects the left tail of distribution, representing low winter values. 

Original simulation well reproduced right part of distribution, namely high summer 

temperature, with a negative bias ≈ 0.5 °C. Observed variance is only slightly overestimated 

(less than 2 °C). The other two models in general underestimate observed temperature. 

RACMO22E model presents negative bias of ≈ 3.5 and ≈ 4.5 °C respectively over mean and 

95th percentile temperature. The variance resulted slightly underestimated. RCA4 model 

performs negative bias of ≈ 2.5 °C over the mean temperature. This latter model, noticeable 

better reproduced distribution tails (warm and cold extremes) than the central part of 

distribution. Right panels in figure 3.3 shows bias corrected simulations. We can note that 

bias correction leads to a roughly perfect simulation of the past reference period over the 

entire distribution for all the models. These results are not surprising since by construction 

statistical correction maps simulated empirical cumulative distribution such it is equal to the 

observed one. This is true when the correction function is applied to the block of data 

employed to calibrate correction function. In figure 3.4, the same bias correction exercise 

has reported but for another station, located in the hill-mountain band of Marche region. This 

station represents different morphological and climate conditions. Distance from the sea and 

the altitude (631 meters a.s.l) determines different climate features compared to the previous 

case. In this context, it is interesting to assess the capability of climate models of reproducing 

climatology over morphological complex terrain. In such heterogeneous morphology, 

representativeness error could play a major role in determining simulation bias than in 

valley-coastal area. Looking at models response, it is noticeable a general temperature 

underestimation, greater than in the previous representative station. CCLM and RCA4 
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models show similar mean bias ≈ 3 °C. Over 95th percentile are respectively of 2.6 °C and 

1.3 °C. To underline is that CCLM model outperforms RCA4 model on observed 

temperature variability reproduction. RACMO22 model resulted poorly able to reproduce 

mean and 95th percentile observed temperature value with a negative bias to ≈ 5 °C resulted. 

A common deficiency of models regards the misrepresentation of the cold extremes on which 

a considerable underestimation (negative bias) resulted (up to -6 °C). This outlines potential 

repercussions of spatial mismatch over complex territories. Biases are successfully removed 

in the right panels of the figure, where the bias corrected simulations have shown. Again, 

results have to be considered as the direct effect of building and applying correction function 

over the same time segment. 
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CCLM4-8-17 

RACMO22E 

RCA4 

Figure 3.3. Bias correction calibration for the three regional climate models. Simulations refer to Ancona station, 

representative for coastal area of Marche region. On the left panels quantile-quantile plot of the original simulations and 

observations. On the right panels, quantile-quantile plot of the bias-corrected simulations joined with the observations. 

During calibration phase the correction is derived and applied over the same time segment (1971 - 2010). 
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CCLM4-8-17 

RACMO22E 

RCA4 

Figure 3.4. Same as figure 3.3 but for mountain area representative station of Camerino (631 meters above sea level). 
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3.2.1.2 Correction function evaluation – Temperature 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 report results for the evaluation phase of bias correction technique. 

This phase wants to address focal question about the capability of bias correction of 

correcting a simulated time series not used in the calibration of correction function. Through 

the evaluation phase, we get a basic idea of the plausibility of correcting future simulation. 

Indeed, the effect of the quantile mapping will be evaluated over a 10-year period did not 

used in the calibration of the correction function. Ten-year period could result short for 

properly encompassing intrinsic natural climate variability but it represents longest common 

period between observations and simulations. Moreover, calibrating correction function in 

time segment shorter than thirty years could imply even greater drawbacks. Figure 3.5 

reports the effect of bias correction over temperature simulation 2001-2010 period for 

Ancona station. The correction function, as in the previous section, was calibrated over the 

period 1971-2000. As expected, bias distribution over the statistical spectrum resembles 

those seen over the 1971-2000 period. Also in this time segment, CCLM4 model well 

performs on reproducing observed temperature climatology. For this model, the bias for the 

mean and 95th percentile, are respectively of 2.5 °C and 1.5 °C. Also in this case high 

temperature resulted better reproduced than the mean value. The bias corrected simulations 

present a reduction of bias with a residual bias of 0.9 °C over mean and 1.1 °C over 95th 

percentile. KNMI-RACMO22E model is affected by considerable negative bias over mean 

and 95th percentile temperature, respectively of 3.8 °C and 5.6 °C. In the bias corrected run 

we note a strong reduction of bias especially over the mean value (from 3.8 °C to 0.3 °C). 

Left and right tails of distribution, even if reduced, are still affected by bias (from 5.6 °C to 

1.2 °C at the 95th percentile). Bias correction well performs even in the third ensemble 

member SMHI-RC4 with original bias on mean and 95th percentile bias of ≈ 3 °C and ≈ 3.5 

°C are respectively significantly reduced to 0.4 °C and ≈ 1 °C. 

In figure 3.6 evaluation phase results for Camerino station have reported. This latter 

station representative of the inland mountainous regional band presents different climate 

condition compared to the coastal area. In this area, mitigating see effect is poor given the 

block effect provided by the eastern part of Appenines ridge. As seen in the calibration phase 

climate models over complex orography terrains, worsen their capability on reproducing 

observed climatology. It is now interesting to assess the effect of bias correction starting 

from higher original-simulation bias.  
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All the three ensemble members underestimate temperature over the entire distribution, 

particularly over the left tail, representing cold winter extremes. 

As expected, CCLM4 model degrades its performance compared to the coastal station, 

with negative bias of ≈ 3.5 °C and ≈ 4 °C respectively for mean and 95th percentile. Over the 

left tail of distribution, the bias resulted even higher, ≈ 5 °C. It is noteworthy the reduction 

of negative biases in the corrected simulation, from 3.5 °C to 0.7 °C. Even out of the 

calibration-temporal range biases are reduced over all the statistical distribution, improving 

simulation over both central part and tails of distribution. This quantile mapping property is 

particularly relevant for impact research (such hydrology or agriculture) that relies on a 

proper representation of future extreme events. Bias correction reduces negative original 

simulation bias affecting the 95th percentile from ≈ 4 °C to ≈ 1.2 °C.  

RACMO22 model roughly confirms severe bias resulted for coastal station. KNMI 

institute model simulates mean temperature value with an underestimation of ≈ 4.5 °C and ≈ 

6.5 °C for what concerns the 95th value. Again, bias correction, regardless the original 

simulation bias magnitude, corrects climate simulation. After quantile mapping, simulation 

shows no bias over mean temperature and residual underestimation over the 95th percentile, 

≈ 1.5 °C. Similar are the results for SMHI RC4 model. Quantile mapping cancels mean 

negative bias (originally of ≈ 3 °C) and improves both tails of distribution where 95th 

percentile bias of ≈ 2.5 °C is dampened to ≈ 1.2 °C.  
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CCLM4-8-17 

CCLM4-8-17 

RACMO22E 

RCA4 

Figure 3.5. Same as figure 3.3 but for the bias correction evaluation: in this phase, the correction is derived over the 

1971-2000 time segment and applied to 2001-2010 time segment. 
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RACMO22E 

RCA4 

CCLM4-8-17 

Figure 3.6. Same as figure 3.5 but for Camerino station. 
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Analyzing calibration and evaluation phase together, we note general underestimation of 

simulated temperature over both coastal and mountainous representative stations. As 

expected, mountainous station presents major biases compared to those affecting coastal 

station. More in detail, negative biases affect left tail of temperature distribution representing 

cold winter extreme, underestimating observation up to ≈ 5 °C over mountainous station. In 

addition to the intrinsic climate model error, discrepancies could be observation-simulation 

spatial scale mismatch, since physical feedbacks driven by the local morphology can only be 

roughly captured in area-averaged simulation. Soil-atmosphere interaction feedbacks could 

play role on the simulation of temperature extremes. For the bias characterizing cold 

temperature over mountainous station, an improper representation of snow cover and relative 

albedo-effect could determine the severe underestimation over winter cold temperature 

observed in all the models. 

Quantile mapping for all the three models and over the two representative stations 

successfully reduced bias. For the calibration phase, by construction, simulation statistical 

distribution mapped into the observed given roughly perfect results. Residual discrepancies 

belong, once again by construction, to the linear interpolation involving values located 

between two neighboring quantiles. More important are results of evaluation phase. Here, 

bias affecting both mean and 95th percentile values are considerably diminished. In general, 

residual bias are less than the 1 °C for the mean value and slightly higher for the right tail of 

distribution (up to 1.5 °C). It is interesting noting that the capability of quantile mapping of 

reducing bias is not dependent (not proportional) to the original simulation bias magnitude 

well performing on coastal and mountain station as well. An example is the statistical 

correction of Camerino station provided by RACMO22E model (figure 3.6, central panels). 

The original simulation resulted affected by the highest bias was equally corrected and 

brought to values not far from those observed. The correction function effect is particularly 

palpable over the sever bias of left tail of distribution resulting the most biased part of 

distribution.  

Results point out usability of quantile mapping in the context of a station-wise approach 

where relevant spatial scale mismatch exists. In this configuration, quantile mapping couple 

error reduction and downscaling effect, accounting also for the representativeness error. 

Finally, as easily predictable, at local scale model outputs cannot be directly used as input of 

climate impact models since affected by relevant biases. Errors of such magnitude could be 
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directly inherited and amplified in the impact-modelling phase leading to important 

distortions in the results over the specific field.  

 

3.2.1.3 Correction function calibration – Precipitation 

As for temperature, bias correction calibration and evaluation results are reported for two 

representative stations. One for valley-coast and one for hill-mountain regional sector. Figure 

3.7 shows bias correction calibration phase for the three climate models employed for Pesaro 

station, representative for coastal Marche region area. In the left column, quantile-quantile 

plots with the observed and original simulated precipitation matched over the reference 

period 1971-2000 are displayed. Same as left column but for the bias-corrected simulations 

in the right column panels. The DMI-HIRAM_5 model outperforms the other two climate 

models, well reproducing distribution of reference precipitation climatology. It could be 

noted a constant underestimation of precipitation roughly proportional with statistical 

distribution of the variable. In any case, for this climate model bias resulted low, with no 

bias for the mean precipitation value and an underestimation of 95th precipitation percentile 

of 1.1 mm ≈ 10% is resulted. Bias correction applied over the same calibration block of data 

by construction leads to a roughly perfect simulated precipitation distribution. The other two 

climate models, RACMO22E and RCA4, show similar behavior, well reproducing the mean 

precipitation values and underestimating high-precipitation intensity events of roughly 1.5 

mm (less than 10%). Bias corrected precipitation roughly perfectly reproduce observations 

except for percentiles >=99th where residual biases resulted. 

In figure 3.8, bias correction calibration for Urbino station is shown. As expected in more 

complex morphology station larger bias resulted. The bias as the same negative sign 

(underestimation) of the coastal area representative station but the magnitude resulted 

amplified. The best performing model is RACMO22E, which results in the central panels of 

the figure 3.8 are displayed. -0.2 mm and -3 mm are biases resulted respectively for the mean 

and 95th percentile of the reference period daily-cumulated precipitation. Very high biases 

resulted for the RCA4 climate model reported in the bottom panels of figure 3.8. The original 

simulation underestimates of ≈ 1 mm the mean precipitation value representing a percentage 

of roughly 50%. The negative bias is kept constant over the 95th percentile where an observed 

value of 14.4 mm is simulated equal to 7.8 mm. The Intermediate performance belongs to 

the DMI HIRAM_5 climate model with bias of ≈ 0.8 mm and ≈ 5.5 mm respectively for 

mean and 95th percentile. Again, by construction, biases are successfully removed also in 
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more biased original simulation. In the next section, will be interesting to inspect if quantile 

mapping will be able to remove such relevant bias, even applied over a block of data not 

used to calibrate of the correction function.  
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HIRAM_5 

RACMO22E 

RCA4 

Figure 3.7. Bias correction calibration phase for precipitation; here reported coast representative station of Pesaro. 
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  HIRAM_5 

RACMO22E 

RCA4 

Figure 3.8. As for figure 3.7 but for hill representative station of Urbino. Noteworthy is higher negative bias affecting 

original climate model simulations in more complex orography. In particular, RCA4 model shows a negative bias over 

the 95th percentile of roughly 50%. 
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3.2.1.4 Correction function evaluation – Precipitation 

Figure 3.9 reports bias correction evaluation for precipitation over representative coastal 

area station of Pesaro. As for temperature, the correction function has derived over the period 

1917-2000 and applied over a 2001-2010 simulation block of data. In the left column original 

and in the right column bias-corrected simulations are shown. Simulation performed by 

DMI-HIRAM_5 model are reported in the upper panels. According to what seen in the 

reference period this model well reproduce precipitation statistical distribution, even over 

the tail representing severe-precipitation events. Quantile mapping application reduces the 

negative bias over mean value from 0.2 mm to 0.1 mm and over 95th percentile from ≈ 1.7 

mm to 0.7 mm. A slight over correction results for the RACMO22E model over the 95th 

percentile (figure 3.8 central panel – right column). This model was able to almost perfectly 

reproduce observed precipitation climatology (with a negative bias of 0.4 mm affecting the 

95th percentile). Statistical correction has an inflation effect, adding a positive bias over the 

95th percentile even if less than 1 mm. The same effect has been observed for the SMHI - 

RCA4 model where a slight underestimation of the 95th percentile ≈ 0.4 mm is over corrected 

into an overestimation of ≈ 1.1 mm. However, it represents negligible drawback comparing 

the inflation to the absolute value of 14 mm (corresponding to the 95th percentile of the 

precipitation statistical distribution). 

Over the other representative station, bias correction application has been demonstrated 

crucial for reducing simulation errors. As shown for the calibration phase simulated 

precipitation of Urbino station resulted heavily biased, especially for HIRAM_5 and RCA4 

models. Even calibrated and applied over different blocks of data quantile mapping well 

performs on correcting mean and extreme values of simulated precipitation. For the 

HIRAM_5 model, significant biases (0.8 mm and ≈ 5 mm, respectively for mean and 95th 

percentile representing a percentage bias of roughly 30-40 %) have been successfully 

removed. Residual bias does not exceed 0.5 mm (95th percentile). In front of very well 

performing simulation (RACMO22E) quantile mapping reproduces again a slight inflation 

of the correction. The bias over the mean are completely removed but the 95th percentile is 

over corrected where a negative bias of 1.5 mm becomes a positive bias of the same 

magnitude. Quantile mapping has been demonstrated to be crucial on reducing high bias 

characterizing the simulation from RCA4 model. Similar to the HIRAM_5 both precipitation 

mean and 95th percentile resulted heavily underestimated. Again, residual bias of the bias-

corrected simulation stays ≈ 1 mm (only for the 95th percentile).  
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Precipitation results, displayed different models performance in function of the 

morphologic/climate context. All the three models showed same sign of error but the 

magnitude resulted highly diversified model by model. Climate models used, have 

reproduced the precipitation climatology of coastal station in satisfactory manner. Over more 

complex orography, represented by Urbino station, two of the three models showed not 

negligible bias up to 40%. This underlines how working on a local scale the performance of 

the model depends on the particular condition of the station’s characteristics. However, even 

in front of high bias, quantile mapping has demonstrated able to drastically reduce climate 

simulation errors showing high efficiency over both central and right part of precipitation 

distribution. A little drawback consists on the over correction of the 95th percentile in front 

of roughly bias-free original simulations. This inflation effect has been already noticed by 

Maraun (2013) when it attempted to downscale simulated grid box area averaged to point-

scale values. In this error reduction-downscaling approach quantile mapping rescale 

simulated time series in an attempt to explain the unexplained point-scale variability. Given 

that grid-cell simulated variability is frequently underestimated, an inflation of the simulated 

variability may indeed occur. From our experiment, this is not always true since depending 

on the station considered. Moreover, in the occurrence of a very small positive bias 

introduction we observed a drastic improvement of precipitation simulation for both stations. 

Finally, it is confirmed, especially for hill-mountain station, original simulations cannot be 

directly used to force climate impact model give negative bias up to ≈ 40% especially over 

high quantiles.  
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RACMO22E 

RCA4 

Figure 3.9. Bias correction evaluation for Pesaro station. Improvements are noticeable but even the tendency of 

overcorrecting high precipitation (see RACMO22E model). 
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Figure 3.10. As for figure 3.9 but for Urbino station. It could be observed firstly the severe negative bias affecting all 

models and secondly how biases are considerably reduced after the application of quantile mapping. 

HIRAM_5 

RACMO22E 

RCA4 
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3.2.2 Climate change signal and effect of bias correction – Temperature 

3.2.2.1 Climate change signal annual cycle 

In this section will be assessed annual cycle climate change signal for representative 

Marche region stations. Moreover, discrepancies between original and bias corrected results 

will be evaluated. In figures 3.11 and 3.12 climate change signal represents the difference 

between of future period (2061-2090) and reference period (1971-2000) monthly means. 

Climate change signal is referred to the emission boundary conditions related to the RCP8.5 

scenario. Figure 3.11 reports signal for valley-coastal stations while figure 3.12 refers to the 

hill-mountain stations. In both figures, left panels show original simulations signal and the 

right panels the bias-corrected monthly climate change signal.  

For the valley-coast stations, original ensemble climate change signal is ≈ 3 °C for all the 

seasons except for summer season months (mainly July and August) affected by a higher 

signal ≈ 4 °C. It is noteworthy a higher inter-model spread over intermediate season months 

(spring and autumn). Higher inter-model spread could be considered as higher uncertainties 

over related climate change signal. Assessing the multi-model ensemble (black line) bias-

corrected results, we note a dampening of the summer month’s signal (especially in august) 

of about 0.5 °C – 0.8 °C. This effect is common to all the three reference coastal stations. 

Moreover it is noticeable an increase of the November and December months signal over 

coastal area stations (from 3 to 3.5-4 °C). These effects are consistent with those obtained in 

the regional experiment (chapter 2). As explained in the previous section quantile mapping 

would act on the original simulations reducing the intensity-dependence of model error. It 

involves a reduction effect that would be higher in the future segment given higher simulated 

values explaining the occurrence of the summer month’s signal dampening. 

 In figure 3.12, the same analysis for other three representative stations located on the hill 

and mountainous sector of the Marche region is reported. According to what resulted in the 

regional experiment, the hill stations signal seems not significantly affected by the 

application of bias correction. Original simulations show a signal with similar annual pattern 

and similar magnitude of those affecting coastal stations (≈ 3 °C in winter and almost 4 °C 

in summer) but it is interesting to note that, differently from coast stations, bias correction 

does not dampen summer season signal. Only slight dampening over Ascoli Piceno is 

noticeable (August and September months). In fact, this station presents intermediate-

climate condition, being located on a valley at an elevation lower than 200 meters above the 
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sea level (but far away more than 30 km from the seaside). For the three hill-mountain 

stations multi-model mean climate change signal after correction remains roughly of 3 °C 

all year long and 3.5-4 °C during summer months.  

Furthermore, in the upper part of the 3.11 and 3.12 figures results from the Wilcoxon 

statistical test are shown. This statistical test aims to assign statistical significance to the 

monthly mean climate change single. A significant monthly signal is indicated with “1” a 

monthly signal included in the natural temperature variability range would be indicated with 

“0”.  

 

  

Figure 3.11. Temperature annual cycle climate change signal for valley-coast representative Marche region stations. 

Colored lines represent the response of individual climate models. Black line the three-model ensemble mean. On the left 

panels original-simulations change signal and the right panels bias-corrected simulations change signal are shown. 

Numbers (1 or 0) in the upper part of the plots are the results of Wilcoxon statistical test. It assess changes in the median 

between ensemble reference and future time segments attributing or not statistically significance to the changes in the 

temperature distribution. Monthly mean signal has been computed for the long-term time horizon (2061-2090) compared 

to the reference period 1971-2000. Results are relative to the RCP8.5 boundary conditions. 
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Figure 3.12. Same as 3.11 but for the hill-mountain stations 
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3.2.2.2 Climate change signal distribution – Temperature 

In this section will be assessed the climate change signal affecting the entire temperature 

distribution with original and bias-corrected ensemble simulations. The signal value reported 

in the y-axes refers to each quantile constituting variable distribution. In figures, 3.13 and 

3.14, RCP4.5 mid-term scenario (2021:2050 minus 1971:2000) is shown. The 12 panels that 

compose each figure want to report results for each of the three representative stations (three 

for coast and three for hill-mountainous sector) for the two seasons (summer and winter) run 

with original and bias-corrected ensemble simulations [3 stations * 2 seasons * 2 runs 

(raw/b.c.)] = 12. In figure 3.13, that reports valley-coast stations results, we can note how in 

the original simulation summer season shows higher signal (≈ 1.5 °C) especially over the 

right portion of the distribution. Winter signal is around the 1 °C, slightly higher in the right 

part of the distribution. Bias correction does not appreciably affects the original ensemble 

signal but as in the previous analysis, a reduction of the right distribution signal in summer 

is resulted. For what concerns hill-mountain stations (figure 3.14), a similar seasonal signal 

and effect of bias correction is obtained. It is interesting noting that the signal of the right 

part of distribution is not dampened by the bias correction.  

The long-term scenario (2061:2090 – 1971:2000) is reported in figures 3.15 and 3.16. 

Original simulations indicate higher signal in both seasons (2.2-2.5 °C in summer and ≈ 2 

°C in winter). Bias correction dampens summer signal only in the highest percentiles signal 

(≈ 0.5 °C) and strengthen winter higher percentiles signal magnitude with the same 

magnitude. Remarkably, both effects resulted more noticeable for valley-coast stations.   
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Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP4.5 

   

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.13. Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) for coast-valley stations. Left panels show summer climate change signal and 

right panel climate change signal for winter season. For each season, original and bias corrected projections are reported. 

In this experiment, climate model boundary conditions are provided by the RCP (Representative Concentration Pathway) 

4.5, representing radiative forcing (+4.5 W m-2 relative to pre-industrial conditions) corresponding to an atmospheric 

greenhouse gas concentration of 650 CO2 equivalent. The signal value reported in the y axes [°C] is referred to each 

quantile of the variable distribution (x axes) 
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Figure 3.14. Same as figure 3.13 but hill-mountain stations are considered. 
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Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP4.5 

 

Figure 3.15. Long-term (2061-2090) valley-coast stations temperature climate change signal 
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Figure 3.16. As for figure 3.15 but for hill-mountain stations. 
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Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show results for the mid-term (2021-2050) temperature climate 

change referred to higher radiative forcing relative to the RCP8.5 (8.5 Wm-2 against the 

previous value of 4.5 Wm-2 compared to pre-industrial value) corresponding to a greenhouse 

gasses concentration of 1370 ppm CO2 equivalent at the end of this century. The seasonal 

signal in this case results on average ≈ 0.2 °C higher than relative RCP4.5 radiative forcing. 

The RCP8.5, considers no mitigations measure undertaken in the next decades with a roughly 

increase in stabilization of emission rate around 2080’s and a roughly linear increase of 

radiative forcing for all the 21st century (Moss et al. 2010). On the regional context 

temperature signal remains still sligthly below +2 °C in summer and between 1.2 °C and 1.5 

°C during the winter. Coast and hill representative stations resulted substantially equally 

affected by the positive signal. The effect of the statistical correction over the RCP8.5 runs 

is similar to what seen in the RCP4.5 experiment. A dampening of the right-tail signal over 

coast stations in summer (≈ 0.3 °C), coupled to a strenghten of the right-tail-signal in winter 

mainly (≈ 0.5 °C) over coast stations was resulted. 

In figures 3.19 and 3.20, reports RCP8.5 temperature long-term scenario characterizing 

the thirty-year time slice 2061-2090. Departure of temperature signal compared to the mid-

term horizon is massive. Differently from that resulting from RCP4.5 experiment, we 

observed a doubling of signal in 40 years (time separating mid and long-term scenario time 

segments). Beyond certain radiative forcing threshold, temperature increase seems to assume 

not linear behavior as hypothesize in  Scheffer et al. (2009) end Mora et al. (2013). Original 

summer temperature signal exceeds +4 °C, especially over the right part of distribution and 

the +3 °C during winter season. Original change signal resulted roughly equally distributed 

over coastal and hill stations. Bias correction effects in the cost stations are different to those 

affecting hill stations signal. In summer, coherently with previous results, bias correction 

dampens summer signal over right tail of distribution about 0.8 °C. Over the same stations, 

in winter, the right tail signal is noticeable strengthen up to 1 °C. Indeed, coast winter signal 

reaches +4.5-5 °C in correspondence of distribution right tail. In winter season, for both 

coast-valley and hill-mountain stations, bias correction strengths the quantile-dependence of 

the signal. It means that the higher the quantile considered the higher is the signal resulted 

with the signal increased from ≈ 3 °C to ≈ 4.5 °C in the bias-corrected winter signal.  
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Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP8.5 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.17. Temperature mid-term climate change signal. Here climate model boundary conditions are provided by the 

RCP (Representative Concentration Pathway) 8.5, representing radiative forcing (+8.5 W m-2 relative to pre-industrial 

conditions) corresponding to an atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration of 1370 CO2 equivalent at 2100. 
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Figure 3.18. As for figure 3.17 but for hill-mountain stations. 
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Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP8.5 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Figure 3.19. Long-term (2061-2090) valley-coast temperature climate change signal. 
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Figure 3.20. As figure 3.19 but for hill-mountain stations. 
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3.2.2.3 Summary boxplots – Temperature 

Figures from 3.21 to 3.26 summarize in one-plot solution all the methodological steps in 

developing a local temperature scenario referring to each model and each station considered. 

From the left to the right, boxplots show: observation, original simulation and corrected 

simulation over the period 1971-2000 (corresponding to the correction function calibration 

phase). The same sequence for the evaluation period (2001-2010), where the correction 

function is applied over a block of data not used in the function calibration (2001-2010). 

Finally, future period (2061-2090) original and bias-corrected simulations are shown 

(RCP8.5 is considered). The add value of boxplots is allowing comprehensive assessment of 

the fundamental statistics at one time. Boxplots report 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th percentiles and 

outliers of each block of data considered. Furthermore, this approach has been applied for 

each climate model and station considered. This allows analyzing: performance of original 

simulations over the observation, bias correction effects and distribution of future time 

segments.  

Results highlight how original simulations generally underestimate observed temperature 

over both valley-coast and hill-mountain stations. Especially KNMI-RACMO22E model 

shows severe negative bias in the median (50th percentile of distribution) up to 5 °C over 

complex-orography stations. Conversely, original simulations fairly reproduced observed 

temperature variability. Bias-corrected simulations are able to perfectly reproduce observed 

climatology during calibration period (B.C. SIM 1971-2000). This is not surprising and we 

have already argued on the plausibility of getting a “perfect simulation” over the calibration 

period. More significant is to assess the effect of bias correction over validation period 

(2001-2010). It is noteworthy how quantile mapping effect varies from station by station and 

model by model. This aspect should be carefully taken in account when a local climate 

scenario has to be defined. It does not exist a climate model that systematically best performs 

over all the situations. The most suitable configuration is indeed in function of the particular 

climatic analysis (e.g. variable, season climate context considered etc.) and must be with care 

sought between the available solutions. Following these considerations, results for each 

individual ensemble member has in this phase reported. In general, over the evaluation time 

segment we obtained a satisfactory improvement of the simulations especially over the 

median, 25th and 75th percentiles. Simulation improvements are particularly palpable in 

correspondence of hill-mountain stations for all the models. This evidences quantile mapping 

capability in adjusting physical values and variance as well. For the tails of distribution (5th 
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and 95th percentiles) the improvements are evident even not systematic. This suggests to treat 

extreme values distribution separately by the rest of distribution through specific parametric 

distributions as Casati et al. (2013) proposed. 

Finally, boxplots on the right represent the future time segments (2061-2090) of original 

and bias corrected simulations. Two interesting aspects resulted: the increase of temperature 

over the different statistics and how correction effects vary station by stations and model by 

model. For what concerns the change signal (original and bias corrected), it is inferred 

through the comparison with the reference period (1971-2000) segment boxplots. It is 

noteworthy how greater signal affects the 75th and 95th percentiles, in some cases exceeding 

5 °C, confirming previous results.  
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Figures 3.21 to 3.26. From left to right for each panel: calibration phase consisting on 

observation, original simulation and bias-corrected simulation over 1971-2000. Evaluation 

phase same as calibration but regarding to the 2001-2010 period. Finally, far future original and 

bias-corrected simulation (2061-2090). Results has been reported for each climate models 

employed and for representative Marche region stations (Ancona, Jesi, Pesaro, Ascoli Piceno, 

Camerino, Urbino). 
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Figure 3.22. Summary boxplots for Jesi station temperature. 
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Figure 3.23. Summary boxplots for Pesaro station temperature. 
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Figure 3.24. Summary boxplots for Ascoli Piceno station temperature. 
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Figure 3.25. Summary boxplots for Camerino station temperature. 
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Figure 3.26. Summary boxplots for Urbino station temperature. 
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3.2.3 Climate change signal and effect of bias correction – Precipitation 

3.2.3.1 Climate change signal annual cycle 

In figures 3.27 and 3.28 precipitation annual cycle change signal (long-term RCP8.5) for 

representative Marche region stations is reported. Original simulations on the left and bias-

corrected ones on the right panels. Statistical significance of the monthly change signal is 

expressed through the Wilcoxon test applied to the ensemble mean (upper part of the plots). 

(1) indicates statistically significant monthly signal, (0) if changes are not statistically 

significant. Wilcoxon or rank-sum test pertains to the classical nonparametric test for two 

data sample location (Wilks D.S. 2011). Test aims to assign significance to the possible 

difference in location with the null-hypothesis that the two data samples (in this case 

reference and future block of data) have been drawn from the same distribution. Here the 

concept of location refers to the central tendency or general magnitude of the two blocks of 

data. Common measure of central tendency is represented by the median. 

The annual cycle signal shows a general decrease of precipitation during summer months 

(down to -30%) and an almost-equal increase during autumn-winter months. The results are 

similar for both regional climatic sectors, with a slight higher autumn months (especially 

November) increase over hill-mountain representative stations. Summer months 

precipitation negative signal substantially agrees with signal resulted in the regional 

experiment (chapter 2). Differently, for autumn and winter precipitation, newest generation 

of climate models indicates a local moderate increase of precipitation not previously resulted 

in the regional experiment. At this regard, it should be underlined, that models here employed 

present crucial differences compared to those employed in the regional experiment. Different 

horizontal resolution and radiative forcing boundary conditions make inappropriate a direct 

comparison of the two experiments. However, changes outlined could be ascribed to the 

increase of the summer-months sub-tropical high-pressure regime and an increase of winter 

NAO negative phase leading to drier summer and wetter autumn-winter months. 

Interestingly, in common to the two experiments there is that statistical correction does not 

affect original signal in both valley-coast and hill-mountain stations. Besides, we obtained 

scattered influence of bias correction over the significance of monthly signal. Indeed, 

significance has preserved in some stations (and months) altered in others. This aspect is 

relevant and deserves further and specific analysis before making definitive considerations. 

This is also considering that statistical adjustment of precipitation represents a more 
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complicated exercise. Especially concerning the well-known underestimation of dry-days by 

climate models, that would require a preliminary dry-days frequency correction (Boé et al. 

2007). 

  

Figure 3.27. Precipitation annual cycle climate change signal for valley-coast representative Marche region stations. Colored 

lines represent the response of individual climate models. Black line the three-model ensemble mean. On the left panels original-

simulations change signal and on the right panels bias-corrected simulations change signal are shown. Numbers (1 or 0) in the 

upper part of the plots are the results of Wilcoxon statistical test. It assess changes in the median between ensemble reference and 

future time segments attributing or not statistically significance to the changes in the precipitation distribution. Monthly mean 

signal has been computed for the long-term time horizon (2061-2090) compared to the reference period 1971-2000. Results are 

relative to the RCP8.5 boundary conditions. 
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Figure 3.28. Same as figure 3.27 but for hill-mountain stations. 
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3.2.3.2 Climate change signal statistical distribution – Precipitation 

According to the evidence that changes affect differently mean and extreme values, signal 

related to the entire statistical distribution is in this section assessed. Expected local 

precipitation response refers to radiative forcing boundary conditions imposed by RCP4.5 

and RCP8.5. Signal was derived from the comparison of the two entire blocks of data 

(reference and future) distribution considering only rainy days. As the previous analysis, 

results belong to a three-model ensemble run over six representative stations. Distribution 

signal is computed in percentage, allowing signal to be independent from physical 

precipitation value considered. In this way, relative changes affecting different statistics are 

comparable. Conversely, computing signal in the physical value (mm), future oscillation 

would be intensity-dependent with higher signal over higher quantiles and hiding changes 

over middle and lower quantiles. Here the focuses is devoted to assess the expected changes 

over rainy days with precipitation >= 0.3 mm/day and the effect of the statistical bias 

correction. This methodology has been chosen to investigate changes in precipitation 

character (not in frequency of rainy days). Moreover, it prevents the risk of inconsistencies 

correction function inconsistencies over very low quantiles given the observed “drizzle 

effect” of models (Teutschbein and Seibert 2012). Figures 3.29 and 3.32 report changes in 

precipitation distribution for the mid-term and long-term scenario according to RCP4.5 

boundary conditions. In this regard, we can note only slight signal over the entire statistical 

distribution without systematic signal behavior along the statistical distribution and over the 

different representative stations. Precipitation signal is in general enclosed between ± 5% 

(figures 3.29 and 3.30). Considering a mitigation-undertaken scenario, the period 2021-2050 

precipitation does not show evident changes compared to the reference period 1971-2000. 

Bias correction does not affect the noisy signal resulted. However, it is noticeable how in the 

correction of right-tail quantile value some instabilities could result. This probably represents 

an aftermath of the multiplicative approach of the precipitation correction (e.g. bottom-right 

panel of figure 3.29). The bias corrected signal remains within the range of ± 5% in all the 

stations considered. Extending temporal horizon (signal relative to 2061-2090 period, figures 

3.31 and 3.32), wet days signal shows again noisy characteristics. Signal rarely exceeds 5% 

of increase in precipitation intensity. Positive signal exceeds 5% only over left part of 

distribution representing slight precipitation events. Such low signal does not allow to 

properly evaluating bias correction effect over the original climate change signal. 
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Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP4.5 

  

Figure 3.29. Valley-coast stations distribution climate change signal. On the left panels 

original results and on the right panels the bias-corrected simulations are reported. Mid-

term scenario - RCP4.5. 
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Figure 3.30. As in figure 3.29 but for hill-mountain stations. 
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Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP4.5 

 

Figure 3.31. Valley-coast stations distribution climate change signal. On the left panels 

original results and on the right panels the bias-corrected simulations are reported. Long-

term scenario - RCP4.5. 
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Figure 3.32. As in figure 3.31 but for hill-mountain representative stations. 
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It is now interesting assessing local precipitation response considering the “business as 

usual” emission scenario (Riahi et al. 2011) displayed in figures from 3.33 to 3.36. This 

scenario considers higher radiative forcing (+8.5 W·m-2 compared to the pre-industrial 

period) as consequence of increasing emission level until 2080’s. For the mid-term scenario 

(2021-2050) original simulations indicate a slight increase of precipitation, during rainy 

days, over Marche region stations. The signal does not show clear patterns over specific part 

of distribution. Precipitation increase is generally below 10%. As in the previous 

experiments, bias correction does not affect magnitude and distribution of climate change 

signal. 

For the long-term scenario (2061-2090), precipitation signal shows clearer distribution 

pattern. The central part of distribution, representing mean precipitation values, shows only 

slight increase approximately 5% - 8% and major increase focused on the right tails (10-

15%). Moreover, we can note a regional latitudinal gradient with the two southernmost 

stations (Amandola and Ascoli Piceno) characterized by the smallest variation <+5% for 

Amandola and a small negative signal (≈ -3%) for Ascoli Piceno. Coherently with the 

previous results, bias correction application does not alter signal distribution and magnitude. 

Quantile mapping only moderate affects the left noisy part of signal distribution. This is the 

distribution part representing light precipitation events. Over such small precipitation 

amount correction function inconsistencies could be expected (Teutschbein and Seibert 

2012).  

A lot on the expected precipitation changes has been told. At Mediterranean basin scale, 

a relevant summer decrease (down to -30%) and a strong latitudinal pattern in winter are 

expected (see chapter 1). Moreover, particular attention on changing in extremes considered 

varying differently from the mean in the last decades is arisen (Frei and Schär 2001; 

Trenberth et al. 2003; Pal et al. 2004; Emori 2005; Trenberth and Shea 2005; Gao et al. 2006; 

Vrac et al. 2007; Allan and Soden 2007; Lenderink and Meijgaard 2008; Allan and Soden 

2008; Liu et al. 2009; Lenderink and van Meijgaard 2010a; Toreti et al. 2010; Andrews et 

al. 2010; Reale and Lionello 2013; Hertig et al. 2014; Krichak et al. 2014). However, relating 

intense events changes to the mean changes is by no means trivial; it is difficult to establish 

a direct relationship, in any statistically meaningful manner,  between isolated events and 

long-term trends (Frei and Schär 2001). At this regard, scientific literature suggests an 

exacerbation of dry-spell length coupled to intense-precipitation increase in the 21st century 

warmer atmosphere (Pall et al. 2007; Lenderink and van Meijgaard 2010a; Lenderink and 
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van Meijgaard 2010b). This is in accordance to Clausius-Clapeyron low, which derives 

relation between the increase of air masses temperature and related increase in moisture 

holding capacity. In a warmer atmosphere, if changes in the ambient flows have little impacts 

on moisture convergence, precipitation rate modification are indeed expected. Magnitude of 

atmospheric moisture exponentially growth with temperature, approximately  6.5% K-1 for 

high-percentile and approximately 3.4% K-1 for the mean precipitation (Pall et al. 2007). 

These theoretical values have to be tested on the different regional and local conditions. 

Synoptic circulation patterns, local physiography and soil cover could deeply alter local 

response. Indeed, increase in extreme precipitation of 6.5% K-1 indicated by Pall et al. (2007) 

for the mid-latitude seems to exceed the end-21st century local response shown in figures 

3.35 and 3.36. Increase of precipitation right tail is roughly enclosed between 10-15%, 

coupled to an increase in temperature of roughly 3.5°C – 4 °C (figures 3.19 and 3.20). 

Finally, to underline is that only considering RCP8.5 long-term horizon precipitation 

scenario provides clear signal distribution-pattern signal, where larger increase over the right 

tail (≈ 15%) resulted in all stations considered. While temperature scenario resulted 

characterized by coherent temporal and distribution patterns, precipitation signal 

characterization more problematic. Also for what concerns the statistical correction, 

precipitation requires more complex approach than for temperature. Hence, these 

preliminary considerations should be followed by further analysis devoted to assign 

statistical weights to resulting change signal and to the effect of the bias correction.  
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Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP8.5 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.33. Valley-coast stations distribution climate change signal. On the left panels 

original results and on the right the bias-corrected simulations are used. Mid-term scenario 

- RCP8.5. 
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Figure 3.34. As figure in 3.33 but for hill-mountain stations. 
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Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP8.5 

 

  

Figure 3.35. Valley-coast stations distribution climate change signal. On the left panels 

original results and on the right the bias-corrected simulations are used. Long-term scenario 

- RCP8.5 
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  Figure 3.36. As in figure 3.35 but for hill-mountain representative stations. 
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3.2.3.3 Summary boxplots - Precipitation 

Figures from 3.37 to 3.42, report summarizing boxplots for precipitation local climate 

scenario experiment. Through this kind of representation, it is possible to inspect, within a 

single plot, performance of original simulations, effect of bias correction (calibration and 

evaluation phases) and climate change signal for the 2061-2090 period (RCP8.5). Boxplots 

are built considering only rainy days (>= 1 mm/day) of each block of data, for each regional 

climate model used and each representative station considered.    

The first two boxplots on the left of each panel assess the capability of original climate 

model simulations to reproduce the observed precipitation climatology over the period 1971-

2000. Boxplots provide 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th percentile and outliers (values beyond 95th 

percentile) of the daily precipitation amount of the considered block of data. Going through 

figures, it is noticeable an underestimation of simulated precipitation in almost all the stations 

affecting all climate models employed over reference period 1971-2000. As seen in the 

temperature boxplots assessment KNMI-RACMO22E model is the most affected by 

negative bias up to more than 10 mm for the 95th percentile, corresponding to a relative 

percentage bias of 35-45%. These biases are mostly affecting plain-coast stations. However 

it is evident a generalized underestimation of local precipitation performed by all the climate 

models. Over the calibration period bias correction lead to a perfect simulation of the same-

period precipitation. This effect is not surprising since the correction function is built and 

applied over the same period. More interesting is to assess the capability of bias correction 

to reduce the simulation error over the 2001-2010 period since not used in the correction 

function calibration. Satisfactory results were obtained for what concerns correction of hill-

mountain stations precipitation especially over 95th percentile and outliers. A drawback of 

bias correction is a moderate overcorrection over coastal stations. For what concerns future 

precipitation change signal according to the previous analysis, increase mainly focused on 

the 95th percentile of distribution resulted (≈ 5 mm). KNMI-RACMO22E is the climate 

model showing a higher precipitation change signal in all the stations and Ascoli Piceno is 

the only station showing a reduction of precipitation 95th percentile (indicated by the 2/3 of 

models).  
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Figures 3.37 – 3.42. From left to right for each panel: calibration phase consisting on 

observation, original simulation and bias-corrected simulation over 1971-2000. Evaluation 

phase same as calibration but regarding to the 2001-2010 period. Right-end boxplots report, far 

future original and bias-corrected simulation (2061-2090). Results has been reported for each 

climate models employed and for 6 representative Marche region stations (Ancona, Pesaro, 

Senigallia, Amandola, Ascoli Piceno, Urbino). 
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Figure 3.38. Boxplots for Jesi station precipitation. 
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Figure 3.39. Boxplots for Pesaro station precipitation. 
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Figure 3.40. Boxplots for Amandola station precipitation. 
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Figure 3.41. Boxplots for Ascoli Piceno station precipitation. 
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Figure 3.42. Boxplots for Urbino station precipitation. 
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3.2.4 Changes of the hydrologic cycle in a warmer atmosphere: Hydro-

climatic Intensity Index (HY-INT) 

To complete precipitation analysis, figures 3.43-3.47 show results from the Hydro-

climatic Intensity Index (HY-INT) following Giorgi et al. (2011). Differently from previous 

assessments, the temporal evolution (1971-2100) of mean annual values of the index is 

reported. Annual mean trends were derived in comparison to the reference period 1971-2000. 

Given the similarity obtained in trends intensity involving all the reference stations, only 

results of 4 representative Marche region stations are in this section reported. Two of those 

for valley-coastal and other two for hill-mountain sector. As in the previous analysis, HY-

INT index has been computed using original and bias-corrected three-multi model ensemble 

climate simulations. Each figure from 3.43 to 3.46 reports three columns. Hence was 

considered useful to investigate, besides the index (right column), individual response of the 

two metrics constituting HY-INT index. In the upper-row panels original simulations and in 

the lower-row panels bias-corrected simulations are presented. RCP8.5 radiative boundary 

conditions are considered. For the two metrics (mean annual precipitation intensity during 

rainy days (INT) and mean annual dry-spell-length (DSL)) and the index (HY-INT) trends 

statistical significance has been inferred through Mann-Kendall statistical test (Wilks D.S., 

2011). In left-column panels linear trend for the INT metric are reported. It shows temporal 

evolution of mean precipitation intensity during rainy days. For all the stations considered, 

positive statistical significant trends resulted. Assessing the bias corrected simulation results 

we can note that the statistical significance of trends is not affected. Effects over the absolute 

value (mm/day) of metrics did not alter the statistical significance. Recalling the 

underestimation of simulated precipitation resulted in the previous phase, higher bias-

corrected precipitation intensity is coherent with a positive correction produced by the 

quantile mapping. Moreover, bias-corrected time series present higher inter-annual variance 

especially for the coastal stations. Following the temporal structure of trends, we can note a 

trend getting stepper after roughly 2020’s.  

In the central-column panels dry-spell-length metric (DSL) trends are reported. For all the 

stations studied statistical significant positive trends resulted. Relatively longer “recharge 

time” (longer dry periods) would be need for moisture to replenish a warmer atmosphere to 

local saturation condition. In accordance with the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship that 

implies an increase of atmospheric moisture holding capacity of approximately 7% (°C)-1 of 

warming. The intensity of the trends is coherent distributed over coast and hill representative 
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stations. Also for DSL metric, bias corrected simulations show no alteration of the statistical 

significance of resulting trends. On the right-column panels, HY-INT index trends are 

reported, normalized over the reference period 1971-2000. Directly depending on the 

increasing of the two factors, significant increasing trends resulted in all stations. Statistical 

intensity of trends (p-values) resulted homogeneous over coast and hill stations. Ancona 

station stands out with a stepper interpolating regression line indicating relative higher 

acceleration of local hydrologic cycle. Aggregated results could be seen as measure of the 

acceleration of local hydrologic cycle to global warming connected. However, it is important 

to keep in mind that this index does not intend to represent a hydro-climatic extreme index, 

such droughts or floods. Especially it does not intended to capture any short-term events 

(Giorgi et al. 2011). Rather, it is a measure of strength of hydrologic cycle as reflected by 

precipitation intensity and length of dry periods (Giorgi et al. 2011) in a warmer atmosphere.  

 

 
Figures 3.43:3.46. Original simulations (upper) and bias corrected simulations (lower) for mean annual precipitation 

intensity (left), mean annual dry spell length (central) and normalized hydro-climatic intensity index (right) panel. Trends 

are performed over the reference period 1971-2000. H value tests for the statistical significance of resulting trends. p 

value identifies intensity (slope) of derived trend. Red line represents mean annual values linear regression. Here are 

reported results belonging to 4 representative Marche region stations (Ancona, Pesaro, Amandola, Urbino).  
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Figure 3.44. Hydro-climatic intensity index with original (upper row) and bias-corrected 

simulation (bottom row) for Pesaro station. 
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Figure 3.45. Hydro-climatic intensity index with original (upper row) and bias-corrected 

simulation (bottom row) for Amandola station. 
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Figure 3.46. Hydro-climatic intensity index with original (upper row) and bias-corrected 

simulation (bottom row) for Urbino station. 
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3.3 Conclusions and summary  

This third chapter wanted to bridge the gap between the resolution of climate models and 

local scale. In fact is local the spatial scale at witch climate impacts act and have to be 

characterized. This holds strategical importance, addressing all-level society needs of 

benefiting of future climate information strictly spatially referenced. This kind of 

information would in this way promptly usable to assess vulnerability and impacts resulting 

by combination of expected changes in climate dynamics and local-scale exposure.  

A three-multi model ensemble of very high resolution has been employed to define future 

local climate conditions (temperature and precipitation). Climate simulations are extracted 

in correspondence of Marche region representative stations. Climate simulations were 

statistically adjusted employing station-scale observed datasets provided by the regional 

Civil Protection weather stations network.  Results from the correction function calibration 

and evaluation phases have been reported for each model employed over representative 

stations. Raw and bias-corrected simulations are successively employed to compute station-

wise climate change signal. Annual-cycle, and the distribution climate change signal have 

been in depth investigated. Moreover, focus of this section was devoted to study the effect 

of the statistical adjustment on climate change signal, assessing the results before and after 

bias correction. 

Specific analysis were conducted to test expected changes in the hydrologic cycle in a 

warmer atmosphere. This assessment was carried out computing (with original and bias-

corrected climate model simulations) a hydro-climatic intensity index. This index joins 

metrics of mean precipitation intensity (during rainy days) and dry spell length 21st century 

trends. 

Results concerning temporal distribution of the signal (annual cycle) highlighted summer 

season as the most affected season by warmer and drier future conditions (up to +4.5 °C for 

temperature and -20% for precipitation) at the end of 21st century (RCP8.5). Concerning the 

precipitation signal, autumn and winter seasons signal showed a moderate increase of 

precipitation intensity (up to 20%). Concerning the statistical characterization of the signal, 

right tail of statistical distribution resulted affected by higher signal for both temperature and 

precipitation. In addition, a significant acceleration of hydrological cycle was resulted 

consisting on higher precipitation intensity during rainy days and longer dry spell length 

resulted in all the stations considered.  
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The effect of bias correction over the climate change signal accords with the results of the 

regional experiment. The summer signal is reduced of about 0.5-0.8 °C only over coast-

valley representative stations. Over hill-mountain stations, summer temperature signal was 

not altered by the statistical correction. These results are supported by outcomes of several 

studies asserting an intensity-dependence of climate models error. (Christensen et al., 2008; 

Themeßl et al., 2012; Boberg and Christensen, 2012). Simulating higher temperature, the 

coast-valley areas future summer temperature would be subjected to a major correction than 

the corresponding reference segment. This is not true over hill-mountain stations where 

simulated temperature values are smaller. Here, the signal was confirmed even after the 

correction since. This explains the reduction of summer climate change signal focused in 

areas characterized by high summer temperature (valley and coast). Furthermore, a 

consistent increase of the signal affecting the right tail of temperature distribution was 

observed during winter season over both coast-valley and hill-mountain stations. Bias 

correction did not affect precipitation annual cycle signal nor the distribution signal. 

Influences were observed over the statistical significance of monthly-mean changes and this 

fact deserves further analysis. Finally, even adopting different climate models with different 

boundary conditions and different observation resolution the effect of bias correction over 

temperature and precipitation signal resulted analogous in both regional and local 

experiment.  

Follows summary results of each methodological section: 

 

3.3.1 Quantile mapping bias correction – Calibration phase 

Temperature 

Original climate model simulations generally underestimate (up to 4 °C) local observed 

temperature especially over complex physiography terrain. The bias-corrected simulation 

perfectly reproduce observed statistical distribution. In the calibration phase this effect was 

expected since the correction function is built over the same thirty-year time slice.  

 

Precipitation  

Original climate model simulations well reproduce observed precipitation distribution 

over plain-coast representative stations. Original simulations perform sensibly worse on 

complex terrains. In this regard, it has been highlighted impossibility of using original 

climate model outputs as input in impacts modeling without previous statistical adjustment. 
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Bias-corrected precipitation perfectly reproduced observations. Also in this case, this is not 

surprising since the correction function is derived and applied over the same block of data. 

 

3.3.2 Quantile mapping bias correction – Evaluation phase 

Temperature 

Bias correction has demonstrated able to correct temperature distribution (physical values 

and their variance) also over time segment not used in the calibration of the correction 

function. In the context of climate change studies, results of the evaluation phase are of 

particular importance since giving us a basic idea on the plausibility of applying bias 

correction over a future temporal segment. Residual errors remain over the extreme values 

represented by tails of distribution. 

 

Precipitation 

Simulated precipitation errors and variance resulted adjusted after the application of 

quantile mapping bias correction. Even residual errors are still present, quantile mapping 

improves the reproduction of observed precipitation especially the high-quantile 

precipitation events.  

 

3.3.3 Climate change signal annual cycle  

Temperature 

In all the stations considered, summer months temperature resulted the most affected by 

warmer conditions (+3 °C / + 4 °C) compared to 1971-2000 period. Bias correction affects 

mean climate change signal reducing summer signal over coast station (≈ 0.6 °C) and 

strengthening winter signal on the same stations (≈ 0.5 °C). Signal of the hill-mountain 

stations resulted not affected by the bias correction. Radiative forcing boundary conditions 

relative to the RCP8.5 are here considered. 

 

Precipitation  

Precipitation monthly mean climate change signal showed characteristic seasonal pattern. 

Summer months showed a decrease of roughly 20% and an equal-magnitude increase over 

autumn and winter months. Climate change signal resulted not affected by the bias correction 
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application. These considerations refer to radiative forcing boundary conditions relative to 

the RCP8.5. 

 

3.3.4 Climate change signal distribution  

Temperature - Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP4.5 

In all the stations considered changes in temperature are ≈ 1.5 °C in summer and ≈ 0.8 °C 

in winter. Bias correction dampens summer signal to (from 1.5 to 1.2 °C) and strengths 

original winter signal ≈ 1 °C to 1.2 °C (in the coast stations) affecting the right tail of 

distribution.  

 

Temperature - Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP4.5 

Signal resulted ≈ 2.0 - 2.5 °C in summer. In winter, signal is below the + 2 °C in all the 

stations assessed. Bias correction dampens summer signal over the right tail of distribution 

(≈ 0.5 °C) and considerably strengthens right tail signal (from 2 °C to 2.8 °C) in winter only 

over coast stations.  

 

Temperature - Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP8.5 

Increase ≈ 1.8 °C in summer. In winter, the signal is roughly of + 1.2 °C. The bias 

correction affects the signal with the same magnitude of the corresponding RCP4.5 scenario. 

 

Temperature - Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP8.5 

Increases range from 3 °C up to 4 °C, slightly higher over hill-mountain sector. In winter 

signal is ≈ 3 °C over both valley-coast and hill-mountain stations. Bias correction dampens 

summer signal of ≈ 0.8 °C over the right part of distribution in the coast stations and strengths 

the winter signal (≈ 1 °C) over the right part of distribution over both coast and hill stations 

up to 1 °C.  

 

Precipitation - Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP4.5 

Precipitation change signal stays within the range ± 5%. The distribution of signal resulted 

noisy and not affecting particular statistic. The same would be stated for the bias-corrected 

runs.  
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Precipitation - Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP4.5 

Slight increase of precipitation (5-7%) equally distributed over coast and hill stations. 

Noisy effects of bias correction over the signal resulted. 

  

Precipitation - Mid-term scenario (2021-2050) – RCP8.5 

Increase up to 10% focused on the right tail of distribution. Precipitation increase resulted 

equally affecting coast and hill stations. Bias correction, does not relevantly influence 

magnitude and distribution of precipitation change signal.   

  

Precipitation - Long-term scenario (2061-2090) – RCP8.5 

Precipitation increase up to 15% focused over the right distribution quantiles. The left and 

central part of distribution showed minor signal (2-10%). The two southernmost stations 

(Amandola and Ascoli Piceno) showed slight negative signal over left end central part of 

distribution.  

 

3.3.5 Local hydrologic cycle response to warmer atmosphere 

The response of the hydrologic cycle to a warmer atmosphere has been assessed through 

the computation of the Hydro-climatic Intensity index (HY-INT). This index studies metrics 

of mean annual precipitation intensity and mean annual dry spell length future trends, 

considering the response of the two metrics deeply interconnected to global warming (Giorgi 

et al. 2011). For all the stations considered in this study, a statistically significant increase of 

HY-INT was obtained (statistical significance inferred through Mann-Kendall statistical 

test). A stepper trend after 2020-2030 resulted over both coast and hill stations.  

The trend of two metrics of mean annual precipitation intensity during rainy days (INT) 

and mean annual dry spell length (DSL) resulted statistically significant increasing. Trends 

affecting the two metrics are usually of similar magnitude.  
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Conclusions 
 

This study proposed two different spatial scale climate scenarios resulting from two 

different climate model ensembles. Ending 21st century climate projections were employed 

to outline future climate conditions considering an area roughly covering Italian peninsula 

(regional experiment) and representative Marche region stations (local experiment). On a  

preliminary analysis of climate projections conducted over Italian peninsula, all climate 

models employed indicated significant warmer climate conditions, coherently with expected 

trends for the Mediterranean basin highlighted in the scientific literature (Giorgi and Lionello 

2008; Giannakopoulos et al. 2009; Planton et al. 2012; Xoplaki et al. 2012). Climate models 

employed have proven to realistically reproduce recent-past temperature and precipitation 

climatology. However, as expected, performance of climate models demonstrated to some 

extent decline when complex-orography contexts are considered. This is particularly true for 

precipitation, which demonstrated high positive bias over Alps according to several scientific 

articles (Gleckler et al. 2008; Flato et al. 2013; Kotlarski et al. 2014). Concerning the climate 

change signal resulted by climate projections, increase of temperature resulted in all seasons. 

However, summer season outstands with higher warming signal exceeding 4 °C as resulted 

in  Giorgi and Lionello (2008); Coppola and Giorgi (2010) and Planton et al. (2012). 

Moreover, summer temperature increase is coupled to a significant reduction of precipitation 

down to -30% in the southern Italy. For winter precipitation, it is important to remark an 

evident latitudinal gradient, where northern areas resulted affected by positive signal and 

southern sectors affected by a negative signal, according to Giorgi and Coppola (2007). 

Temperature and precipitation inter-annual variability is projected increasing, especially in 

summer. This explains a signal differently affecting mean and distribution tails. In fact, 

maximum temperature resulted increase more than relative minimum temperature especially 

in spring and summer as highlighted in Simolo et al. (2010). A particular case is represented 

by the Alpine region. Here, particular relevant was the cold temperature warming, due to 

positive feedbacks related to the reduction of snow cover and the resulting absence of albedo-

effect (Gobiet et al. 2014).  

For reducing systematic errors, affecting climate model numerical simulations, original 

outputs were post-processed with a statistical-empirical quantile mapping bias correction 

technique following Deque (2007) and Themeßl et al. (2011). This technique was applied 

according to two different configurations, defining a regional and local experiment. Given 
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the lack of scientific literature on the repercussion of a statistical correction over climate 

change signal, particular attention was paid to the assessment of climate model results before 

and after the correction. At regional scale was introduced an elevation-dependency of climate 

change signal not present in the original results. This is probably connected to the correction 

of the intensity-dependency of climate model resulted in different studies characterizing 

Mediterranean summer temperature simulations (Christensen et al. 2008; Themeßl et al. 

2011; Boberg and Christensen 2012). Therefore, a dampening of roughly 0.5-1 °C of the 

summer climate change signal was obtained but only over plain and coast areas. At the same, 

time over the same areas, an increase of the signal affecting the right tail of the winter mean 

temperature resulted. Precipitation resulted not affected by the application of the bias 

correction on both annual cycle and distribution signal.  

In the local experiment, climate change signal and effect of bias correction, largely 

confirmed what resulted at regional scale. Summer season is confirmed the most affected 

season by warmer conditions followed by spring season. In the Marche region stations, 

according to “business as usual” RCP8.5 radiative scenario, the threshold of +2 °C is 

projected to be touched by the half of this century (in comparison to the reference period 

1971-2000). According to the same scenario, temperature signal is expected doubling by 

2061-2090. Concerning precipitation, Marche region summer mean precipitation are 

projected decrease about 20% at the end of 21st but compensated by an equal increase during 

autumn and winter months (RCP8.5). Assessing response of hydrologic cycle metrics (mean 

precipitation intensity and dry-spell-length), significant acceleration of the local 

hydrological cycle is projected, in agreement with an increased moisture-holding capacity of 

a warmer atmosphere (even if with a minor rate compared to what indicated in the Clausius-

Clapeyron relationship) (Giorgi et al. 2011; Giorgi et al. 2014). After bias correction, 

summer temperature signal characterizing the end-21st century Marche region coast stations 

was reduced of roughly 0.5-0.8 °C. At the same time, in the same stations, winter temperature 

right tail signal was augmented of about 0.8-1 °C. Also in the local experiment precipitation 

signal resulted not affected by the statistical correction of the original climate simulations. 

Only scattered effects over statistical significance of monthly climate change signal and over 

the left tail of distribution were observed.  
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Doctoral research findings could be resumed as follows:  

(i) Two different spatial scale climate scenarios, with two different climate model ensembles, 

providing both original and bias-corrected climate simulations have been provided for the 

first time over considered study areas. (ii) The agreement obtained in the regional and local 

experiments strengths on the one hand the confidence over changes outlined and on the other 

hand the coherence of the effects of the statistical correction over the original climate change 

signal. This is of particular interest since different bias correction configuration in the two 

experiments were adopted. (iii) Given the original climate simulation biases (locally up to 5 

°C for temperature and 40% for precipitation), has been confirmed the unfeasibility of 

directly employing original model outputs as inputs for impact modelling. (Maraun et al. 

2010; Kotlarski et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2014). (iv) Local experiment results allow 

comprehensive investigation on the feasibility of providing local climate information using 

state of art climate models. (v) Post-processing technique here employed, has been 

demonstrated to represent essential advancements in regional to local scale climate scenario. 

Improvements were particularly palpable for temperature variable, where the quantile 

mapping technique was demonstrated improving projections reliability in particular in high-

complex morphological contexts.  

 

Provision of usable and valuable local climate projections represent a tremendous step 

forward on fostering mitigation adaptation measures. Temporally and spatially framing 

climate information could promoting also essential cultural and practical aspects, stimulating 

citizens and policymakers consciousness and perception of current and expected climatic 

change.  If taken seriously, climate scenario represents the basis for take action against 

expected climate impacts, spending real money, making real changes to infrastructure, 

society and the environment, affecting people and ecosystems. To deal with this “ethical” 

consideration and our limited knowledge of regional and local climate change, state-of-the-

art climate model projections were voluntarily reported in their original and bias-corrected 

form.  

 

Finally, besides technical and “cultural” considerations from a practical point of view, 

this research provides usable climate information in climate impacts research. This climate 

information properly tailored and contextualized, could serve sector as diverse as agriculture, 

health and water management and disaster risk reduction. This in accordance with concepts 
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and principles of climate services (http://www.gfcs-climate.org/, 2009), expected to ensure 

that every climate-sensitive sector of society is well equipped to access to relevant and usable 

climate information for better manage risks of climate variability and changes.  
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